KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Mr. Joe Cooney
Town Clerk to the Town Council
25 August 2022

Email: townclerk@keighley.gov.uk

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED TO ATTEND a meeting of the Watch & Transport Committee
which will be held at Keighley Town Council, Civic Centre, North Street, Keighley, BD21 3RZ on
Monday 5 September 2022 at 6pm.

Mr. Joe Cooney
Town Clerk
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP

Cllr P. Cook - Chair
Cllr M. Anayat - Vice Chair
Cllr A. Ahmed
Cllr E. Bernardini
Cllr J. Akhtar

Cllr P. Corkindale
Cllr M. Dowse
Cllr J. Lawless
Cllr L. Maunsell – Ex-officio

*Committee Terms of Reference are contained within the Scheme of Delegation.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADJOURNMENT FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Notice is given that at a time agreed by the meeting, 15 minutes may be set aside for members of
the public to make representation on the business of the agenda for the meeting:
•
•
•
•

Members of the public wishing to speak are to have given three working days’ notice to the
Town Clerk; this may be waived at the Chairman’s discretion.
Any member of the public shall not speak for more than five minutes.
In the event of more than three members of the public wishing to address the Council then
priority will be determined by the Chairman, based on subject matter.
A question asked by a member of the public during Public Participation shall not require a
response or debate during the meeting though the Chairman may direct that a written
response will be provided after the meeting.

Recording at Council Meetings is allowed at Council, committee and sub-committee meetings
which are open to the public, subject to:- (i) the recording being conducted with the full knowledge
of the Chairman of the meeting; and (ii) compliance with the Town Council’s Recording of
Meetings Policy. Anyone wishing to record must contact the Town Clerk prior to the start of the
meeting. Any recording must be conducted openly and not in secret.
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AGENDA
1. Welcome from Chairman
Members are reminded to consult the Standing Orders regarding conduct at meetings.
Member’s attention is particularly drawn to Standing Order 1.
2. Apologies for absence
Members are asked to receive apologies of absence for this meeting.
3. Declarations of Interest
To receive declarations of interest under consideration on this agenda in accordance with
the Localism Act 2011 s32 and the relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary
Interests) Regulations 2012.
Members are reminded that should you declare a pecuniary interest at a meeting, it is
your responsibility to inform the Monitoring Officer.
i) Declarations of Interest from Members
ii) Declarations of Interest from Officers
4. Public Question Time and Participation
Members of the public are advised that they are welcome to ask questions about items on
the Agenda. It is not always possible to give a verbal response at the meeting and
questions may receive a written reply. No resolution can be made under this item.
Questions should relate to matters of Town Council policy or practice and not relate to
the individual affairs of either the questioner or any other named person.
5. Minutes – For Decision
Members are asked to approve the minutes of the meeting of the Watch & Transport
Committee held on Monday 6 June 2022.
Copy attached
6. Police/Crime Report – For Noting
To receive an update on Policing issues across Keighley.
7. Bradford Council Highways Report – For Noting
To receive an update on highways issues across Keighley.
8. Speeding at Fell Lane & Westburn – For Discussion
Item added to the Agenda by Members.
9. Speeding Action Plan – For Decision
To consider the attached report and update on the Speeding Action Plan.
Copy attached
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10. Progress Report – For Noting
To receive the progress report following the last meeting held Monday 6 June 2022.
Copy attached
11. Budget Report – For Noting
To receive a report from the RFO on the Committee budget for Financial year 2022/23.
Copy attached
12. CCTV – For Decision
To consider the attached report on CCTV provision.
Copy attached
13. Grit Bins – For Decision
To consider a report on the Council’s grit bin provision.
Copy attached
14. Boundary Signs – For Decision
To consider a report on the maintenance of the Council’s boundary signs.
Copy attached
15. Town Plan – For Decision
To consider a report and receive a progress update on the Town Plan.
Copy attached
16. Future Items – For Decision
Councillors are asked to suggest any agenda items for future meetings.
17. Date of next meeting
The date of the next meeting of this committee will be held on Monday 7 November 2022 at
6.00pm.

OFFICER SUPPORT TO THE MEETING
Officers scheduled to attend: Pip Gibson, Assistant Town Clerk
APOLOGIES
Contact the office during normal opening hours (01535) 872126
Email: sarah.kissack@keighley.gov.uk
Late apologies should be made by phone to the senior officer
scheduled to attend.
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KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL
Minutes of the Watch & Transport (WT) Committee held on Monday 6 June 2022.
Present:

Councillor P Cook
Councillor M Anayat
Councillor Ahmed
Councillor Dowse
Councillor Bernardini
Councillor Corkindale
Councillor Maunsell – Ex Officio

Also Present:

Pip Gibson, Assistant Town Clerk
Brian Morris, Contracts and IT Officer
Insp. John Barker
Simon D’Vali, Principal Engineer, BMDC

001/2022 (WT) Election Chairman
Cllr P Cook was proposed by Cllr Dowse and Seconded by Cllr Corkindale.
Cllr M Anayat was proposed by Cllr Bernardini and Seconded by Cllr Ahmed.
Cllr Cook received 4 votes
Cllr Anayat received 3 votes
RESOLVED that Cllr Cook be elected Chairman for the Municipal year 2022/23.
002/2022 (WT) Election Vice Chairman
Cllr A Ahmed was proposed by Cllr Anayat and Seconded by Cllr Bernardini.
Cllr M Anayat was proposed by Cllr Cook and Seconded by Cllr Dowse.
Cllr Ahmed received 2 votes
Cllr Anayat received 5 votes
RESOLVED that Cllr Anayat be elected Vice Chairman for the Municipal year 2022/23.
003/2022 (WT) Apologies for absence
Members received apologies of absence for this meeting from Cllrs Lawless and Akhtar.
004/2022 (WT) Declarations of Interest
RESOLVED there were no declarations of interest under consideration on this agenda in
accordance with the Localism Act 2011 s32 and the relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary
Interests) Regulations 2012 from either Members or Officers.
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005/2022 (WT) Public Question Time
Members of the public asked questions about an item on the Agenda, speeding in the Town. The
Chairman responded verbally to some questions and the Council will issue a written response
where necessary.
006/2022 (WT) Minutes – For Decision
RESOLVED Members approved the minutes of the meeting of the Watch & Transport Committee
held on Monday 7 March 2022.
007/2022 (WT) Police/Crime Report
Insp. John Barker gave a verbal overview of Policing issues and responses across Keighley,
including speeding actions taken with specific reference to KTC data.
008/2022 (WT) Budget Update
Members received an update on the Committee budget for Financial year 2022/23.
RESOLVED Members noted the update.
RESOLVED Members asked that the budget be broken down to individual budget headings.
009/2022 (WT) CCTV
RESOLVED Members noted the update on the Long Lee CCTV camera.
RESOLVED Members noted the update on the Mobile CCTV Scheme.
RESOLVED Members note the amount of funding ear marked for a new camera for Devonshire
Park.
RESOLVED Members deferred the decision to allocate £6,000 funding for the maintenance of all
CCTV cameras in 22/23 to the next meeting.
010/2022 (WT) Speeding Action Plan
Members agreed to move item 10, Speeding Action Plan, forward.
RESOLVED Members noted the progress made towards the Speeding Action Plan.
RESOLVED That the timescale for completion to increase the number of SIDs be amended to
December 2022.
RESOLVED Members gave delegated authority for the Assistant Town Clerk to work in
partnership with Bradford Road Safety team to develop a road safety campaign.
011/2022 (WT) Grit Bin
RESOLVED Members noted that the amendments to the Grit Bin Policy and Application Form
were approved at Full Council.
RESOLVED Members chose to adopt the two grit bins at Enfield Street/ Belgrave Road and
Devonshire Street by the old phone box, if they are in good order.
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RESOLVED Members asked that the grit bin be moved from Woodville Road to the bottom of
View Road.
RESOLVED Members asked that a new grit bin be placed at Belgrave Road by the park gates if
it meets with the criteria of the Grit Bin Policy.
012/2022 (WT) Town Plan Update
Members noted the progress made on the Town Plan.
013/2022 (WT) Future Items
•
•
•

Grit Bins
Speeding at Fell Lane & Westburn
BMDC Highways Report as a standard item on the agenda items for future meetings.

014/2022 (WT) Date of Next Meeting
RESOLVED The date of the next meeting of this committee will be held on Monday 5 September
2022.

Signed

…………………………………………………..
Chair
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Date …………………………………

KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Item 9

REPORT TO WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

REPORT
AUTHOR

Assistant Town Clerk/CDO
Pip Gibson

EMAIL
Date

pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk
Monday 5 September 2022

SUBJECT

Speeding Action Plan

PURPOSE:
1.

To update members on the progress made towards the Speeding Action Plan.

RECOMMENDATION(s):
2.

Members note the progress made.

3.

Members give delegated authority to the Assistant Town Clerk to spend up to
£2,000 on the anti-speeding campaign.

4.

Members choose 3 Councillors from amongst their number to judge the School
Competition.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
5.

The Action Plan sets out how Keighley Town Council can contribute towards a
reduction in the number of speeding vehicles across Keighley, whilst recognising
the plan cannot be delivered without the support and co-operation of partner
organisations.

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS:
6.

The Speeding Action Plan, Appendix A, sets out what the Town Council would like
to achieve, and which partners will be needed to deliver against the action.

Speeding Hotspots
7.

The online Speeding Questionnaire has been promoted again on social media, 8
July 2022. This information has been passed to partners Bradford Council and
Police. See Appendix B.
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Multi- Agency Approach
8.

A new partner, West Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service, will support the Council in
its endeavor to tackle speeding. See Anti-Speeding Campaign.

Operation Steerside
9.

A service level agreement is now in place, 1st July 2022 – 31st March 2023 for which
Town Council have funded the initiative £10,000.

10.

Activity will incorporate 43 additional dedicated deployments, matched by the
Police.

11.

Data from the online Speeding Questionnaire will be reviewed and incorporated
where roads are suitable for deployment. The questionnaire already feeds into the
Problem Solving Occurrence For Speeding which grades the top 20 roads in
Keighley District based on those complaints raised against threat/harm/risk etc.

12.

Updates, including work undertaken and results, will be reported back to the
Council on a regular basis.

Speedwatch Groups
13.

Partners have informed the Council that there aren’t any formal speedwatch groups
within the Keighley Parish area.

14.

The Council cannot establish new groups without the support of its partners.

Speed Indication Devices
15.

The SID at Fell Lane was seen to be working on August 12th 2022. No
communication has been received regarding the training of Councillors to carry out
the task of changing its batteries in the absence of engineers from Bradford
Council.

16.

The Council awaits a Service Level Agreement.

17.

The Council cannot move forward with any new purchases until the Fell Lane SID
is secured.

Anti-speeding Campaign
18.

All 19 Primary Schools in the Parish have been contacted with the offer of entering
the anti-speeding competition. To date, 8 Schools have signed up.

19.

The competition will launch in the Autumn Term 2022. Each School will lead on
their own competition, choosing which class/es will take part.

20.

The winning design for each School will be decided by Members of the Watch &
Transport Committee.
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21.

The winning design will be printed onto a Correx board and placed on the railings
at the School.

22.

Each winner, one child per School, will receive a prize.

23.

Sponsorship for the boards has been secured from Sign & Design. Each board will
be discounted from the usual cost of £16.00 each to a reduced cost of £12.50 each.

24.

All costs associated with this competition will be within its £2,000 budget.

25.

Bradford Council Road Safety team have supported the initiative with guidance
and offers of free resources. Wheely bin stickers “Slow Down, Reduce Your Speed
NOW!” x 200 could be used to target specific streets where speeding is a concern.

26.

As part of the anti-speeding campaign in Schools, the Council has met with West
Yorkshire Fire Service to discuss activity in Secondary Schools and College. A
representative will attend the next Committee meeting in November.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND BUDGET PROVISION:
27.

£8,000 from the Watch & Transport 2022/23 Budget.

TOWN PLAN IMPLICATIONS:
28.

Meets the Town Plan Key Objectives: CP016, CD004, CD005, DLE017

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
29.

N/A

COMMUNITY IMPACT:
30.

Residents raised several concerns regarding speeding issues across Keighley. It
was agreed rather than address each of these issues in isolation to consider what
could be done to tackle the wider problem of speeding vehicles in Keighley.

31.

Ultimately, the Town Council has no role in the policing or enforcement of speeding
in Keighley, however, it can be the voice of residents in Keighley who are
concerned about the number of speeding vehicles.

32.

The council can also be the facilitator that brings together all the various partners
who are involved in reducing speeding in Keighley.

33.

The Speeding Action Plan sets out what the town council would like to achieve,
and which partners will be needed to deliver against the action.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
34.

N/A.

DETAILS OF CONSULTATION:
35.

Questionnaire set up on the Council’s website to collate information gathered to be
used as evidence for areas of need. The data will help with decisions about what
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further measures may be required – such as speed bumps, community
speedwatch schemes or extra policing.
BACKGROUND PAPERS:
36.

Appendix A Speeding Action Plan.

37.

Appendix B Speeding Questionnaire.

FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: Pip Gibson, pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk,
01535 872126
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Keighley Town Council Speeding Action Plan
This action plan sets out how Keighley Town Council can contribute towards a reduction in the number of speeding vehicles across Keighley,
whilst recognising the plan cannot be delivered without the support and co-operation of partner organisations.
Action
Identify Speeding
hotspots

Multi agency
approach

How will it be achieved

Town Council
Funding

Set up questionnaire on Town
Council website, social media
and the Keighley News to
collate information from
residents. Information
gathered to be used as
evidence for areas of need
The Town council aims to host
a meeting of West Yorkshire
Police, West Yorkshire Mayor,
Bradford MDC, West Casualty
Prevention partnership to
develop multi agency
approach to address speeding

Establish the
number, if any, of
Speed watch
groups in Keighley

Keighley Town Council will
work with groups of residents,
schools, community groups to
establish speed watch areas.

£2,000 to fund
any necessary
training and/or
resources

Increase number of
Speed Detection
Devices (SID’s) in
Keighley

Keighley Town Council has
purchased one SID for use
initially on Fell Lane before
potentially being rolled out
across all parts of the town.

£4,000 to
purchase one
additional SID
and meet initial

Partners required to
deliver on action
None

1. West Yorkshire
Police
2. West Yorkshire
Metro Mayor
3. Bradford MDC
4. West Yorkshire
Casualty Prevention
Partnership
5. West Yorkshire Fire
& Rescue
1. West Yorkshire
Police
2. West Yorkshire
Casualty Prevention
Partnership
1. Bradford MDC

Measurable outcome
Hotspot information to
inform preventative
action from key
partners

Timescale for
completion
December
2021

Agreed plan between
all parties with
detailed actions for
each organisation

January 2022

1. New speed watch
groups established
2. Regular timetable
of activities for each
group
1. Increased number
of SID’s in use.
2. SID’s deployed in
areas identified from

November
2022

December
2022

Anti-speeding
campaign

Lobby for new
speed van
locations

Operation
Steerside – take
positive action
against anti-social
driving

The Town Council will
purchase additional SID’s to
increase presence across
Keighley

annual service
fees

Keighley Town Council will
seek to create anti-speeding
campaign material specifically
targeted at Keighley. Working
with schools to design
campaign material, work with
BMDC to investigate the option
of children designed road
signs in residential areas.
Attempt to work in partnership
with West Yorkshire Casualty
Prevention Partnership to
identify more residential
locations where speed vans
can be deployed
Keighley Town Council has
provided £10,000 funding to
the Police in support of action
against anti-social driving

£2,000 to develop
promotional
campaign and
targeted material

£10,000

1. Bradford MDC
2. West Yorkshire
Casualty Prevention
Partnership
3. Primary Schools
4. Faith Organisations

evidence gathered
from online survey.
3. Data from SID’s
demonstrate reduction
in speeding over a
period of time
1. Competition to
design campaign
material
2. Launch of
campaign
3. New signage in
residential areas

December
2022

1. West Yorkshire
Casualty Prevention
Partnership
2. Bradford MDC

1. Speed vans
deployed in new
locations

December
2022

1.West Yorkshire
Police

1. Increased number
of days in which
dedicated Police
Officers are deployed
to tackle anti-social
driving.

April 2023

No

Date Submitted

Name of road or specific location
affected?

What is the speed
Is there a particular time
limit at this
frame when the
location? (If you
speeding takes place?
know)
30
Afternoon, evening and
night
Evenings
Mornings and evenings
30
Evening and night but
occurs at any time of the
day
30
All through the day but
particularly bad in the
evening and in the early
hours (1-2am)

684

22/08/2022

Bradford road

683
682
681

17/08/2022
17/08/2022
17/08/2022

Cark road keighley
Skipton road
Lawkholme Lane

680

17/08/2022

Main Road, Eastburn B6265

679

16/08/2022

678

16/08/2022

Lawkholme Lane inside the 20mph 20
zone
Hard Ings Road down to Marley and
along the bypass to Bingley

677
676

16/08/2022
16/08/2022

lawkholme
30
Lawkholme lane in conjunction with 20
Victoria Avenue

675
674

16/08/2022
04/08/2022

BEACHCLIFF
Steeton to Crosshills/Kildwick
Bypass both directions

673

04/08/2022

672

30/07/2022

Queens Road, Rawling Street,
20
Grafton Road
West lane, from brown car to Great 30
Wall Chinese takeaway

20

Afternoon, evenings

What would you like to see happen to reduce
speeding in this location?
Speed cameras and speed bumps
Speed cameras
Speed camera
Traffic car's to deter ludicrous driving

Speed cameras. There is already a speed
warning board but it makes no difference. As well
as excessive speed and dangerous overtaking,
there are several regular vehicles with
exceptionally loud backfiring exhausts that sound
like gunshots. They are particularly prevalent
overnight between midnight and 2 am.
police patrols

Late evening into the
Speed cameras, police patrol,
early hours. (At its worst
between 11pm and 2am)
most nights.
all day
speed cameras
All through the day
Speed cameraâ€¦ crossing patrol or zebra
crossing for the school childrenâ€¦ this is a
concern as there are also cars parked at either
side of the road so you canâ€™t see the traffic
coming and have to step off the pavement
Day time
Warning sins, cameras
Evening 8 - 10pm
Speed cameras. Motorbike noise with
speeding/revving bikes is continuous. The noise
some distance away is alarming.
Evenings and nights
Speed bumps ASAP
Evenings

Speed cameras

671

26/07/2022

30

All day and night

Police presence and enforcement of all drivers

21/07/2022

Halifax road to hope and anchor
public house
Lees Lane, Haworth

670

30

Mainly evenings

669

17/07/2022

Main Road Eastburn

30

668

13/07/2022

Main rd, Eastburn BD20

30

667

12/07/2022

Main road eastburn

30

Evening and night time
every day
Morning and evening.
Especially when less
traffic about
All day

SID warning signs, deployment of mobile speed
cameras, more severe penalties for anti-social
driving.
Speed cameras

666

12/07/2022

Main road eastburn

Evening and early
morning

665

12/07/2022

Eastburn with steeton nr hospital

20

664

12/07/2022

Main Road, Eastburn

30

663

12/07/2022

Skipton rd

30

662
661

12/07/2022
12/07/2022

Main Road, Eastburn
Goose eye

30
30,20

week ends nights

Speed cameras, patrols, lower limit?

Speed bumps or 20mph sign as itâ€™s next to a
school
Speed camera

cameras spot checks
sound checks also is
a problem should fail mot if modified so spot
checks to see if insurance for modifications are
valid
Late evening &amp;amp; Speed cameras
through the night.
Evenings/early morning Speed camera's, stingers, police presence , stop
this manic driving that is happening through
steeton, this is not a race track it is an important
route too Airedale hospital, sort and stop this
before someone gets hurt/ killed, but as always
unfortunately that seems to be the case before
any action is taken.
Evenings, weekends
Speed Cameras
Nearly every evening
I think speed bumps would easily solve the issue
and through the night

660

11/07/2022

Westburn avenue keighley
BD226AW

30

Evenings and
weekends.i cant say
through the day as im at
work.

659

11/07/2022

Drewry road

30

all day but mostly in
evening

658
657
656
655

09/07/2022
09/07/2022
09/07/2022
09/07/2022

30
20
20
30,40

Evenings
Anytime
No
Any time

654

09/07/2022

Westburn Avenue
Upper Hird St
Broomhill avenue
All of the roads in keighley ie north
street Skipton road Bradford road
fell Lane etc
Fell Lane

653

08/07/2022

Green head road

20

Evening. Anything from
early evening right up to
after midnight
All day and night

652

08/07/2022

West fell road/ Westburn avenue

30

651

08/07/2022

Fell Lane

30

650

08/07/2022

West Lane KEIGHLEY

30

School times and
evenings
All day but worse later
on, after tea time, until
the early hours.

Morning, afternoon,
evening, late night

On my street i think wide and high speed bumps.
Otherwise if too low they just drive over them at
speed.and the small square humps they drive
over them and they fit between wheels so not
affective at all.and a waste of money.also a
primary school near
Speed cameras and 20mph. Justcreducing speed
makes no difference to the nutters who drive
around like crazy people. And there are huge
numbers of them.
Pro active policing
Speed cameras, new signage totally ignored
Bigger speed bumps
Speed camera or spot checks

Speed cameras, speed bumps, more police
patrolling up Fell Lane in the evenings to catch
them
We need speed cameras as many people
disregard the 20 mph limit. This is especially
dangerous at the beginning and end of the school
day.
I'm the evening and into the night people are
racing up the street.
20 mph and speed bumps like ingrow/broomhill
areas
Speed bumps or speed cameras would help. You
can hear cars coming up Fell Lane from Oakworth
Road direction then as soon as they get round the
bend, they put their foot on the accelerator and
literally fly up Fell Lane towards Holme House
Lane. Then then speed back down, heading back
towards Oakworth Road.
Mobile speed cameras and an active police
presence

649

08/07/2022

Staveley road keighley

20

648

08/07/2022

Parkwood Street, Keighley

20

647

08/07/2022

30

646
645

08/07/2022
08/07/2022

Devonshire street, north street,
cavendish street
Redcliffe street at top
Oakworth road on the section of
road above the cameras.

644

08/07/2022

643
642
641

08/07/2022
08/07/2022
08/07/2022

Devonshire Street between junction 20
of North Street and the split of
Devonshire Street and Devonshire
Street west
Queens road
20
Westburn Avenue, bd22
Westburn avenue

640
639

08/07/2022
08/07/2022

Fell Lane
30
Broomhill Avenue/Upper Hird Street 20

638
637
636

08/07/2022
08/07/2022
08/07/2022

Braithwaite road
Braithwaite road
Northdean Avenue

30
30

30
30
20

Evening and through the Heavy penalties not just a warning and why are
night
the cars with really loud exhausts that sound like
some one as been shot allowed to speed round
the town and up and down staveley road all night
Mornings, evenings,
Proper traffic calming measures that are full width
weekends
of the road and more of them! Some sort of
speed recognition camera and display. Clearer
and more road signs as those by The Globe are
difficult to see!
7pm onwards
Cameras
6pm onwards
For them to be caught
Evenings and night time Safety camera van located somewhere near
Oakbank School. After doing 30 through the
camera zone, cars are accelerating hard through
the gears up the hill, hitting high rpm in 5/6 gear
which will clearly be well over 100mph.
Evening and into the
Speed cameras active police measures like
early hours of the
targeted times for speed camera patrols in
morning
unmarked cars.
All day
Evenings, weekends
Mainly evenings and
weekends
Evening (all night long)
All times but especially
evenings
Weekends and evenings
Evenings and weekends
Evening and Weekends

Sid's and or speed camera
Speed bumps
Speed bumps
Reduce to 20mph
Speed Cameras and more police
Warning sign and speed cameras
Speed cameras
Although there are speed bumps on both
Northdean Avenue and Northdean Road,that
does not deter drivers speeding!!Alot of us
residents have concerns that sooner or later a
child will be knocked down!!Ideally it would help
tackle the speeding drivers,if speed cameras or
even an island built on one half of the road,where
cars have to stop and wait to let another car
through.

635

08/07/2022

Lawkholme Lane, from Cavendish
St to roundabout

30

Evenings after 6pm

634

08/07/2022

30

All the time

633

08/07/2022

Wheathead Drive, Exley Head,
Keighley
North Street, Skipton road

30

All day and night

632

08/07/2022

All day every day

631

08/07/2022

Fell lane between the orchard shop 30
and 3 horses pub
Westburn avenue
30

630

08/07/2022

Arctic Street and turning right from
the roundabout down North View
Street, Beechcliffe

30

School finishing time,
evenings

629

08/07/2022

Nessfield road

20

All day

628

08/07/2022

Bankfield drive, Braithwaite,
Keighley bd22 6qh

30

All day

627

05/07/2022

Westburn Avenue (top end as the
road opens up)

30

Evening mostly

626

03/07/2022

30

All day and night

625
624
623

03/07/2022
02/07/2022
25/06/2022

Wheathead drive and west burn
Ave
Fell Lane
Westburn Avenue. BD23 6LF
West Lane, Braithwaite Road

30
30
30

All Day
All day and night
All day and into the
evening

All day . But especially
after 8pm

Enforcement action by Road Policing. Most issues
are caused by young drivers in cars with
â€œmodificationsâ€•and this has become a
â€œrat runâ€of an evening as itâ€™s a long,
straight road with no tragic calming. Not suitable
for â€œadviceâ€•type actions or signs - they will
be ignored.
Itâ€™s a residential area and as a whole needs a
reduced speed limit to 20mph and signage.
Speed cameras, police patrols, none of these are
there at any point
Speed cameras, speed bumps
Speed bumps, a 20mph change like other streets
in the area that have had changes ie , grafton and
lawnswood
A cleaner 'no right turn' sign on Skipton
Road/North View Street. Vehicle speed monitored
on Arctic Street and Skipton Road please.
Speed bumps signs mirror on the bend of
nessfield road cars can't see round the corner
been alot of near misses
Speed bumps, there is a number of children
playing, so something needs to be done. It's only
a matter of time, before a child gets hit.
Speed humps. Whilst these will be a total pain for
residents living here, hopefully it will calm speeds
down. Itâ€™s only a matter of time before there is
an accident or even worse a child being knocked
down!!
Speed bumps
Speed Cameras, Speed Bumps
Speed camera. Speed humps
Mobile speed cameras, police presence in the
area and an operational, fully staffed police
station in the town

622

24/06/2022

Bar Lane Riddlesden

30

Rush hour mainly
evenings

Speed bumps. Since the canal bridges have been
closed the traffic has been awful and people are
speeding. Myself and my daughter have been
knocked down nearly twice due to speeding
drivers. We are kept up at night with loud car
engines and music. Local councillors have not
updated us as to the situation with the bridges
which will slow down the traffic. People sit outside
our house all day and beep horns at each other.
The noise pollution is driving us insane also.

621

23/06/2022

Parson Street

20

All day, especially
evening

620

23/06/2022

Arncliffe Road and Whin Knoll Ave

619
618

23/06/2022
23/06/2022

Cherry tree rise
Woodhouse Drive

617

23/06/2022

Braithwaite avenue

616

23/06/2022

Main Street, East Morton

Speed Cameras / some safety for young children.
Eastwood school close by and Victoria Park. Very
dangerous to even let children out of sight for a
minute
Speed Bumps to make it safer for children and
the elderly
Cameras
I would like to see the culprits reprimanded for law
breaking and antisocial behaviour. . I have they
race bikes up and down Woodhouse Drive and
surrounding areas. They are anti social. If anyone
speaks to the police they ride past making threats
and calling them grasses. People have had their
houses spray painted with grass. Young lads
associated with a particular family have now
moved into the opposite end of Woodhouse drive
on Dawson Road and their behaviour is
intimidating. They race motorbikes up and down
and children play in the street and have to move.
This has gone on for a long while now with
nothing done.
Speed ramps I'm surprised a child asnt been
killed its the top end of Braithwaite avenue there
is ramps further down
Speed reducing measures throughout the village

All Day
30
30

All day
A couple of houses with
people known to the
police

Mostly evening night

20

Evenings after 8pm
when the roads are
quieter

615

08/06/2022

West Lane between the Brown cow 30
pub up and past Newtown
Close/Court, and past the chicken
shop.

614

02/06/2022

Ilkley road

30

613

29/05/2022

Halifax Road

40

612

27/05/2022

611

26/05/2022

Devonshire Street, from belgrave
road all the way down to North
Street
Goose Cote Lane, Oakworth

610

23/05/2022

North Street, Skipton road

30

609

22/05/2022

Devonshire Street

20

608

22/05/2022

Halifax road Keighley

40

Mainly after 6pm and
well into thw late
evening. Although we do
get it through the days
as well but not as fast as
at night time.

Speed cameras and turning the crossing into a
button operated crossing as l have lost count of
the times we have been on the crossing and the
cars do not slow down or even stop. It would also
make it safer for children crossing for school in
the morning and afternoons. Making it 20 mile an
hour will not work as they are doing excessive of
50/60 and they don't care right now breaking the
law.
Any time
20 mph limit. I wrote to Bradford Council before
the pandemic about it.
Evening
Average speed cameras. Speed cameras exist on
Halifax road, although some drivers speed
between them. Also, possibly reduce the 40mph
speed limit that starts at end of cross roads and
ends further down Halifax road towards keighley
All the time, even as I'm Speed cameras, police cars on patrol around the
writing this two drivers
area as it's not just limited to this road, especially
have sped
in the evenings and night
Anytime day or night.
Speed bumps installed, twice a neighbours wall
has been knocked over in a matter of months,
next time it could be a person.
Sunday afternoon,
Mobile speed cameracovert
evening
Evenings and into the
Speed cameras police speed checks and speed
night and early hours
indicator led boards. Aswell as regular police
operations to catch the culprits
All day
I think the road needs to be 30 all the way along
like it used to be many years ago. Many elderly
people and young children live on this road.
Someone is going to be killed. I have lived here
most of my adult life and now I have children of
my own (youngest is 3) itâ€™s scary. The speed
cameras donâ€™t seem to make any difference
either. Itâ€™s a really busy road, even at night.
My car my partners van and other parked cars
have been hit many times from drivers getting to
closed and even racing on a evening.

607
606

21/05/2022
30/04/2022

Woodhouse
Highfield lane

20
20

605

25/04/2022

Alma Terrace, Otley Road

20

604

16/03/2022

West lane and the junction of north 30
dean road near the chicken shop

603

02/03/2022

Goose Cote Lane

30

602

02/03/2022

Braithwaite Road

30

601

02/03/2022

Fell lane

600

01/03/2022

Keighley Road oxenhope onto
Hebden road

30

All the time
Afternoon and evening

Speed bumps
Speed cameras fixed ideally and more speed
humps, police presence and speed checks.
All day, but particularly
Speed Camera's or Speed Bumps (similar to
on evenings
scheme in Burley in Wharfedale)
Its more of a parking
I would like to be able to safely pull out of that
dangerously issue, as
junction without both sides of the road being
well as speeding, and its parked on, its double yellows as well. Also, as
mainly on an evening.
well as this problem, the owner of uk fried chicken
parks on west lane outside his shop and
completely blocks the view. So you have to pull
out halfway into the road to be able to see. Its
getting worse and twice now i have had a near
miss with my children in the car.
Combine that with the parking outside Our Lady
of Victories and i literally cannot safely leave my
house. Its not on and on the spot fines need to be
issues. I am completely fed up of this now, i
barely leave my home due to the needs of my
children. Sorry to whinge. Thank you xx
All the time - this is a
Speed cameras
very dangerous road for
people walking but also
safe drivers too.
School times, 5pm
Speed humps, 20 mile per hour zone
onwards into the evening There are a increased number of parked cars on
Braithwaite Road, plus four bus stops. With the
added conjestion it's inevitable there is going to
be a major accident with vehicles speeding on
weaving in and out of the parked cars and not
giving way. Plus there are young children about
something needs changing.
Afternoon and night
Speed camera before some one is killed they
speed going up fell lane the speed sigh that is up
is facing traffic coming down not up totally doing
nothing
Anytime
SID warning sign, road markings warning of
Harry lane/Dark Lane junction &amp;amp;
Manorlands entrance

599

28/02/2022

Goosecote Lane, Oakworth

30

598
597

28/02/2022
28/02/2022

Denholme Rd
Hebden Road

30

596

28/02/2022

Oxenhope Village

20

595

28/02/2022

Moorhouse Lane Oxenhope BD22

30

594

27/02/2022

Hebden Road Oxenhope

40

593

27/02/2022

Hebden Road

40

592

27/02/2022

Hebden Road ocenhopf

30

591

27/02/2022

40

590
589

26/02/2022
26/02/2022

Hebden Road, Keighley Road,
Oxenhope
Qestburn ave
Ashbourne Road/Queens Road.
Ingrow

588
587

26/02/2022
25/02/2022

Green Head Lane
Wheathead drive

20
30

20
20

All times

SID warning signs or speed cameras. Otherwise
consider spped bumps.
Evening and night.
Speed cameras.
Evenings in particular but Bumps, speed cameras.. anything to kurb it.
throughout the day.
Narrow road, cars parked on one side, with at
least 2 bad bends. It's like a race track at times.
Something needs to happen.
Constant
Police to randomly but regularly Speed check on
the area that is predominantly a 20MPH area and
caution those
Persistant any time of
A enforcement presence and example made of
day or night
offenders
Most of the day
SIDs.
Reduction of speed limit - 30 mph from Brow Top
to Oxenhope
No, can be any time of
SIDS to establish the prevalence of speeding.
day.
Most of the day
SID 30 mile speed limit from brow top to
Oxenhope
All the times and days
Speed bumps and speed cameras along this long
stretch of road.
Evenings
Speed cameras
Most of the day newly
Covert surveillance, unmarked police cars with
introduced 20mph. and speed camera (in vehicle) recording, leading to
speed humps are
prosecution might be effective. Dash cam footage
ignored, but particularly submitted by public/ traffic officers during off/on
very late evening when duty motoring in own vehicles? Have seen other
the 'vampires' come out countrywide police forces publish their successful
testing their turbos to
prosecutions on YouTube, so why can't this not
excess! Often times one lead to an effective campaign locally? Ultimately,
can hear their clarion call a properly funded police force, a full compliment
before arrival!
of officers and the effective use of technology
available, might just send out a clear message to
those who believe rules are for others!
Evenings /weekends
All day

Speed cameras
Speed bumps ! Someone is going to get killed
soon

586

24/02/2022

Blackhill Lane above Shann Lane

30

585
584

24/02/2022
24/02/2022

Coronation mount
Skipton Road (Between Utley
Cemetary and roundabout below
Cliff Castle- both ways)

30
30

583
582
581

24/02/2022
23/02/2022
23/02/2022

580

23/02/2022

Goose Eye Brow
West Lane
Mannville Road, Grafton Road,
Lund Park perimeter
Between Shann Lane and Redcar
Tarn

30
20
30

any time but esp
Speed cameras, possibily narrowing. Dont have
evenings and weekends much faith in speed limit signs and SIDS byt
moving them further up the road, toward the Tarn
might help. Have serious concerns for
pedestrians, particularly those with children/
prams, and dog walkers forced at times to walk in
the road. Horse riders also experience problems
on occasion. Speeding occurs in both directions
making it hazardous to get off drives
All day
Speed bumps cameras
Evenings from around
Speed camera, speed bumps, mobile cameras. It
3pm
sounds like we live next to Silverstone, the speed
at which people accelerate off. Loud cars and
wheels screeching. I'm scared to walk along side
the road with my family. I got over taken by an old
X5 at high speed as I was turning into Artic street!
There's a school there for goodness sake. Even
the buses come down that road at speed! Not
good enough
Regularly
Speed cameras, bumps.
All day
Speed cameras
Friday afternoon and
Speed bumps traffic calming out side Lund Park
evening
entrances
Throughout the week,
Our house is situated at the point where the limit
particularly night times
changes from 30 MPH to 60 MPH. Â Vehicles are
and weekends.
regularly moving in excess of the upper limit by
the time they are at Raynham Crescent
proceeding towards the Tarn and when coming
from the Tarn down the hill they are hitting the
bend at Shann Lane at excessive speeds. Getting
on and off our drive way can be quite hazardous,
we would like SPEED CAMERAS erecting and
CHICANE /PINCH POINTS installing. We do not
feel that speed bumps would be an ineffective
deterrent, having spoken with several local
residents the notoriously undulating Tarn Lane is
used has a Drag Strip at nights, evidence can bee
seen on the road surface that damage to the
underside of vehicles is not a consideration.

579

23/02/2022

Harewood Road

30

Can be any time of the
day or night

Any measures at all would be a start.
The drug dealers who drive either stolen cars or
fake number plates need to be stopped too.
Speed cameras
20 mile limit
Speed bumps
Speed cameras, harsh speed bumps
Actual enforcement of the speed limit! It has been
made 20 miles per hour due to the older residents
and the school however it is never enforced.
Random mobile patrols, with speed guns and
fixed penalty notices are what is needed.

578
577

23/02/2022
23/02/2022

Greenhead lane
Birchwood Rd Utley keighley

20
30

576
575

23/02/2022
23/02/2022

Malsis Road
Greenhead Lane

30
20

574

23/02/2022

between Hebble Row and
Providence Lane , Oakworth

30

573

23/02/2022

Main Road through East Morton

20

572

23/02/2022

Main Road, East Morton

20

571

23/02/2022

Bolton Road, silsden

30

570

23/02/2022

west lane/shann lane /blackhill lane 30

All day
All times going to Utley
golf club
All day and night
No, this can be anytime
or anyday of the week
although tends to be
outside 'working'
hours....though you do
get speeding work vans.
Evenings between 6pm Ideally speed camera or some other form of
and 10pm
speed reduction device. There is a 30mph
flashing sign at the Oakworth end of Providence
lane but has no effect. Speeding is done in both
directions and can be well in excess of 30mph
(more like 50-60)
All day but mainly
Speed cameras and traffic calming measures
evenings
All day but more so at
There are already SID and warning notices along
night when speeds are 3 the stretch of road but they have zero affect.
or 4 times the limit.
Speed cameras, whether mobile or fixed, in
conjunction with other traffic calming measures
are required.
Evenings
Speed cameras, police?
Worst are lorries and busses coming down the
hill. I can follow at30 ant they pull away from
meâ€¦. Imagine if they hit some one!
mostly evening and
speed cameras
weekends

569

23/02/2022

Hainworth wood road north

20

Peak hours are worst,
but it is terrifying most
times

568

23/02/2022

West lane

30

Evening morning

567

23/02/2022

hainworth road keighley

30

566
565

23/02/2022
23/02/2022

40

564

23/02/2022

563
562

23/02/2022
22/02/2022

Bradford road Riddlesden
Bradford Road /Aire Valley Trunk
Road
Skipton Road at crossing near
Greenhead Road
Whin Knoll Ave
Marley bypass starting from the
roundabout near the gas works

all the time used as a
short cut
Evening
Early hours

561

22/02/2022

Parkwood street

30

Mornings and late night

30

All day
Afternoons

30

Evening/night

The speed bumps are totally inadequate, but this
is not surprising because this section of road is a
de facto relief road which starts at the junction of
Halifax road and wood house road and ends at
the Marley round about,vi Park wood Street. The
Keighley council will deny this of course. Recently
I saw a police officer standing on the road at a
particularly dangerous place, and, according to
media reports ,16 speeding offences took place
within 15 minutes,but I am sure this information
will be ignored because the Keighley council want
there pound shop relief road .
I would like a permanent camera fixed in two
particular places in west lane keighley
It is the only part of the town centre were for years
hooligans drug dealers speeding cars lorries
busses and the rest get away with it particularly
from the start of the lane and from the car wash
on the other side the cars etc coming down the
lane ..loonacy is the word ..no traffic calming no
speed bumps no traffic lights..

Speed cameras
Speed cameras
SID, road hump like the one reducing speed on
Silsden Main Street
Speed bumps
How about a copper showing up now and then
when the Asians are racing there high end sports
cars that can be heard for miles!
Speed cameras

560

22/02/2022

Keighley Road, Oxenhope. Between 20
Manorlands and mini island at end
of Station road.

All day everyday

We desperately need Speed bumps from manor
lands to mini roundabout at end of station road.
Increased 20 pmh signage at mini roundabout as
you exit Oxenhope. A 30pmh section from
sewage works, to manorlands, to slow down
traffic before current 20mph section. Currently
40mph straight into 20 mph . A speed camera
sign at either end of section and a speed camera
van to be used sporadically opposite manorlands.

559

22/02/2022

Lane Ends Oakworth

30

All day

Speed camera
Speed humps
Traffic lights

558
557

22/02/2022
22/02/2022

30
30

556

22/02/2022

West Lane after Coronation Mount
Hebden Road, Cross Roads to
Oxenhope
Parkwood street

555
554

22/02/2022
22/02/2022

Fell Lane, Keighley
Laycock Lane

30
20

Speed cameras
Speed bumps in residential, cameras on open
road toward Oxenhope
Speed cameras as currently there is no
consequence for any speeding
Speed cameras
Speed cameras

553
552

22/02/2022
22/02/2022

20
30

551
550

22/02/2022
22/02/2022

glen lee lane
Bradford road, Riddlesden and
bypass to crossflatts
.
Oakworth road

Typically after 11pm
All the time but evenings
are the worst
Afternoon,evening and
night
Evening
Any time and late at
night
all day
Evening, early hours

549

22/02/2022

548

22/02/2022

Arctic Street, Spring Gardens Lane, 30
Alice Street and adjoining roads
Skipton Road and North Street
30

547
546

22/02/2022
22/02/2022

Skipton Road Utley
40
Skipton Road, near Utley rugby club 40

20

40
30

speed cameras
More police presence

.
No road should or needs a maximum vehicle limit
All the time but worse in Speed cameras, because what there is there now
an evening
isnt working. I fear for my life when taking my dog
for a walk.
Evenings and weekends Hard speed ramps, like those in Victoria Park.
in particular.
Evenings and nights
Speed cameras, possibly road bumps to
encourage drivers to slow down
Evening
Camerad
Evening, overnight
Speed cameras, police patrols

545

22/02/2022

Vale Mill Lane BD22 0EF down the 30
hill next to terrace with even
numbers.

544

22/02/2022

Very top of Spring Gardens Lane. 30
from the end of the school grounds
to the mini roundabout at the top of
greenhead Lane.

543

22/02/2022

West lane

30

542

22/02/2022

Long Lee Lane

30

541
540

22/02/2022
22/02/2022

Glen Lee lane
Westburn Avenue

20
30

539
538
537

22/02/2022
22/02/2022
22/02/2022

West lane
Skipton Road
Keighley Road between Oxenhope
and Haworth

30
30
20

Particularly bad at peak
times. Also around 10pm
till 11pm young drivers
race up and down. Same
culprits all the time.

Speed camera and traffic calming. Possible
reduction to 20mph. No current signage drivers
do not realise it's 30 being a country lane with
street lamps. Various times when walking dogs
my wife has had cars driving straight for her and
swerved at the last minute. A fatal accident is
waiting to happen here
Various times throughout Warning signs, Speed cameras, bumps. Anything
the day. Noticed more in that might help would be appreciated.
the evenings but
thatâ€™s when we are
home more.
Evenings and weekends Speed cameras or a targeted police approach.
Especially now there are the gardens near the
tarn. The parking is dangerous when there is a
burial taking place. Surprising when they have
such a big car park. With the racing that takes
place from Shann lane end to the tarn and no
pathway for pedestrians itâ€™s amazing no one
has been killed.
All the time
Speed cameras. We already have a flashing
speed limit sign but it is ignored
All day!!!
Speed bumps and camwra
Evening and Weekends Since it is a residential and school area (Beckfoot
Nessfield Primary School), the speed limit should
be reduce to 20 with an SID warning sign.
Evening
Evening
All day cars, coaches,
quad bikes ect

Speed cameras.
Cameras
Traffic calming like sleeping policeman
We see almost daily incidents by the entrance to
Mannorlands and our cars are regularly hit my
husbands was hit by a speeding caravan in front
of us and multiple times by unseen vehicles my
car was hit whilst I was sat in it and two weeks
ago the wing mirror smashed again. People come
past so fast they often set off the car alarms.
Same problem for other residents.

536

22/02/2022

Oakworth rd

30

All the time

535

22/02/2022

30

534
533

22/02/2022
21/02/2022

Bradford Road between BQ
&amp;amp; Riddlesden
Green Head Lane
Glen lee lane

Evenings &amp;amp;
night time
Nightime
Am and pm rush hours
and late evening

532
531
530

21/02/2022
21/02/2022
21/02/2022

Queens road
Braithwaite road
Fell lane

30
30
30

Evening
All times
Sometimes through the
day but also at night

529

21/02/2022

Barrows Lane, Steeton.

20

528

21/02/2022

30

527

21/02/2022

40

Evenings

526

21/02/2022

South street/ halifax road shell
garage
Halifax road between hermit hole
and bocking
Main street stanbury

All day and each day of
the week.
All times

20

Evening and weekends
mainly

20
20

Police either speed cameras mobile speed
cameras more signage
Speed cameras or a sniper to stop them!
Whatever works
Speed camera
Chicanes
More visible signs for the speed limit and to alert
people to parked cars as ours keeps getting hit.
HGV's also speed along the road and frequently
mount the curb to get past cars.
A sign at the bottom of the road states no HGV'S
Speed cameras
Speed cameras main area as u head into laycock
Speed cameras, speed bumps anything to stop
them using it as a race track with frightening
speeds because what they have in place at the
moment that tells you your speed seems to
encourage them more to go even faster.
SID plus regular police checks.
Speed cameras to be placed to reduce speed or
size of road reduced
Speeding happens between cameras, speed
reduction is needed and more cameras.
Speed cameras and more police because it's a
known drug run from Lancashire into Bradford .

525

21/02/2022

A650 Airevalley Road - Between
Wenning Stree and B6265

Late evenings - usually
after 10pm

Speed cameras and greater police presence.
Cars can be heard racing up and down this
section of road, usually with loud exhausts. There
can go for several hours. Houses overlooking the
road are disturbed by the loud exhaust noise and
anti-social manner in which these vehicles are
being driven.

524

21/02/2022

523

21/02/2022

Hard Ings Rd, the widened section 30
between the 2 roundabouts
Thwaites Brow Road - From Calton 30
Road to Bank Top Way

all the time
No specific times generally occurs all the
time

Numerous accidents have occurred on this
section of road, as is evident by the amount of
smashed vehicle debris and buckled/demolished
railings.
Speed cameras, more and bigger 30mph signs,
'slow down' signs
Traffic calming measures such as speed bumps,
specifically between Moss Carr Avenue (north
entrance) to Lee Court. Reduced speed limit to
20mph.
Between Moorland Terrace (south entrance) to
Golden View Drive the road is reduced to a single
line due to parked cars. There are bus stops in
both directions, and the parked cars mean the
bus has to stop and block the road to allow
passengers to alight/board. There is a blind
corner at the Dickie Bird pub, and vehicles
travelling north, generally are going too quickly to
observe road conditions around the corner.

522

21/02/2022

Bradford Road Riddlesden

40

521

21/02/2022

Bradford Road, just past the coop
towards Riddlesden Hall

30

Evenings, especially
weekends
5pm to late

I know of at least one child who has been
knocked down on this section of road.
Lowering speed limit and visual speed monitors
Speed cameras from stock bridge to Grandby
traffic lights or regular police presence
Cars have driven past at high speeds 50mph +

520

21/02/2022

Westburn Avenue

30

Evening

Anything is better than nothing. Speed bumps
perhaps?
Speed bumbs to slow down the traffic
Camera to record and fine speeders , there are
20mph signs but that is laughable.
Already have painted road speed limit. Not taken
notice of. Speed humps would be more beneficial.

519
518

21/02/2022
21/02/2022

30
20

Every day
24 Hours a Day.

517

21/02/2022

Woodhouse road
Green Head Road--Green Head
Lane.
Selbourn grove and malsis road

20

varied times of day but
rises at weekends

516

21/02/2022

Bar house lane

30

515

21/02/2022

Grafton Road

20

514

21/02/2022

30

513

21/02/2022

20

After midnight

Speed cameras resulting in fines

512
511
510

21/02/2022
21/02/2022
21/02/2022

Haworth Road between
Cullingworth and the Flappit Pub
Main road East Morton towards
Otley road
Oakworth Road (Bogthorn Area)
west lane
west lane/Black hill lane

All time, slightly more so Speed camera/traps. Speed bumps
on an evening and
repositioned/repaired, currently in a dangerous
around school start/finish condition and placed in wrong areas and wrong
design. (Enforced) access only signage to reduce
rat run. Speeds in excess of 60+ regularly seen,
police to be seen in the area.
Evenings most days
Speed bumps or speed cameras
including weekends
All day but worse at night Speed cameras, SSID or any other prescience.

30
30
30

509

21/02/2022

Hebden road

30

Happens day and night.
all day
all day but more
noticeable on evenings
Evening.

508
507

21/02/2022
21/02/2022

west lane
Hill Clough/Laycock Lane Laycock
village

30
20

every evening
Morning/Afternoon and
evening

506
505

21/02/2022
21/02/2022

Cavendish Street
Whin Knoll Avenue

30
30

504
503

18/02/2022
17/02/2022

West lane
West Lane

30
40

502
501

15/02/2022
15/02/2022

West lane
West lane

30
30

All day
I notice it evenings and
weekends, I'm not home
during the day Mon-Fri.
All the time
Morning Evening
WeekedSpeed
Morning,evening
Afternoons

Speed cameras and perhaps a zebra crossing.
cameras
speed warning signs in place - have no effect
speed bumps or cameras
20 MPH limit with speed cameras. Put one at the
bottom of my garden just after the bend.
speed cameras
Speed Camera at bottom of hill coming into
Laycock and more calming measures to slow
people down.
Speed cameraâ€™s
Speed cameras

Speed cameras, SID
Speed Camera
Speed cameras
Speed cameras near the school

500

15/02/2022

West lane

20

499

15/02/2022

West Lane on the junction of
Guard house road and highfield
road

30

Afternoon, evening,
weekends
All day

498
497
496
495
494

15/02/2022
15/02/2022
15/02/2022
15/02/2022
15/02/2022

West Lane
West lane Keighley
West lane
West lane
West lane

20
30
20
20
30

Morning and evening
All day
All the time
All the time
All times

493
492
491

15/02/2022
15/02/2022
15/02/2022

West Lane
West lane,near OLV school
West lane

30
30
30

Anytime
School time
Anytime of day

490

15/02/2022

West lane

30

Anytime

Speed cameras definitely
Some kind of traffic calming measure is needed
here. It is particularly dangerous when the
children are around at school time. A young boy
was hit the other week by a car . Since then a
number of other crashes have occurred at various
times of the day. I think speed cameras are
necessary at all points of west lane as it is
currently used as a rat run. The speed at which
vehicles come down is ridiculous. On occasion
the crossing lady is ignored and drivers will
continue on their journey without even stopping. It
is absolutely abhorrent. It is only a matter of time
before someone is more seriously hurt.
Speed cameras, speed bumps
Speed cameras and warnings and fines
Speed cameras, police presence and traffic
calming especially during school pick up and drop
off at olv
Speed cameras
Speed cameras
Speed cameras, sign for 20mph zone. School
near by which is currently a risk for children if
nothing is done! Yellow lines on corner to
Guardhouse road as when you turn in from west
lane into guardhouse road you can't see
oncoming traffic until aftet you turn in!
Speed cameras speed bumps

489

15/02/2022

Skipton Road, Utley

30

488

15/02/2022

487

15/02/2022

Westland between north Dean and 30
guard house road
West lane and Highfield Road
30,20

486

15/02/2022

West lane

30

485

15/02/2022

West lane

20

484
483

15/02/2022
15/02/2022

West lane
West lane keighley

30

482
481
480

15/02/2022
15/02/2022
15/02/2022

West lane and guard house
West lane
West lane

30
30
30

479

15/02/2022

Rebekah Spencer

30

All the time, mostly at
night.

The fundamental issue here is a lack of police
presence on the roads and in the community at
large. It's a well known fact that the reduction of
offence is directly related to the likelihood of being
caught. The punishment is minimal deterant to
offenders, it's the chances of being caught that
deters people. Unfortunately, SID's do not impact
the persistent, dangerous offenders.
We live on Skipton road, Utley and it doesn't take
a survey, plan or committee to correlate the
reduction of police numbers to an increase in
dangerously high speed driving. The chances of
getting caught are dimishing day by day. Without
an increased police presence the only way to stop
dangerous speeding drivers is to physically stop
them being able to speed
Always
Speed camera or bumps and a reduction to
speed limit
All day
Speed cameras
Speeding bumps ( Highfield Road). At school
times drivers have no regard for children/young
people walking down from school. I am a resident
of Highfield Road
On numerous occasions I have seen drivers climb
the pavement at high speed.
Afternoon at school pick A police officer on patrol holding their speed flash
up times
camera to catch people going over limit
School times and on a
Speed cameras or speed bumps
night
All day
Speed Camera
School run times also
Speed cameras speed bumps
evening time
Morning and after school Warning signs and speed camera
All day mainly evening
Speed cameras
All day
Speed cameras
everyday/evenings
All times
Speed bumps or speed cameras

478

15/02/2022

West lane, between north Dean
road and braithwaite avenue

30

477
476

15/02/2022
15/02/2022

West lane
West lane

30
30

475

15/02/2022

30

474

15/02/2022

West lane by our lady of victories
school
West lane

Morning School drop off Speed cameras, bumps in road possibly
times and afternoon
school pick up times
All day
Speed bumps camaras
All the time.
Speed camera, humps in road. May traffic lights
or specific crossing areas
Mornings and afternoon Cameras speed bumps a crossing by the school

20,30

All day

473

15/02/2022

West Lane and Highfield Road

30

472

15/02/2022

West lane

30

471

15/02/2022

470

13/02/2022

West lane between north dean road 30
and guard house road
Exley Road
20

469

12/02/2022

Exley Rd

20

468
467

12/02/2022
11/02/2022

Fell Lane
Ashbourne Road

40
20

Speed bumps, cameras, zebra crossing for
school children outside our lady of victories school
on West Lane,
All day
Speed cameras by the schools and bumps on
Highfield road
All times of day
Speed camera and police pro active in the area to
reduce speed and therefor minimise the risk to a
collision of a child. Numerous times I have seen
cars fly past the lollipop lady whilst sheâ€™s
walking into the road so a camera for her also to
wear
All day especially school Speed cameras
times
Particularly morning,
Speed bumps
school drop off and pick More signage
up and teatime, also
sometimes after dark in
the evenings/night
Most of the time
Further measures, 20mph Road markings at the
junctions and humps
All Day
Photoradar
Evenings
Speed bumps that actually deter speeding.
Better Junction at Queens Road.
Speed cameras.
POLICE.

466

06/02/2022

Glen Lee Lane Keighley

20

465

04/02/2022

Ashbourne road, Ingrow

464

04/02/2022

Queens road

20

463

03/02/2022

Ashbourne road

20

462

03/02/2022

Queens Road and Ashbourne road 20

461

03/02/2022

Ashbourne road and Queens Road 20
junction

460

03/02/2022

Ashbourne road

459

03/02/2022

Oakworth Road junction moorlands 30

20

morning, early evening
Speed cameras, Because there is no cameras to
and intermittent through back up the signs you get road rage and abuse
out the day
for sticking to the speed limits.
It would of been better to of left the speed at thirty
and to install cameras so residents don't have to
put up with this road rage.
Morning, afternoon,
S.I.Ds
night, weekdays,
A.N.P.Rs
weekends
Police to crack down on antisocial noise from
some of the car exhausts.
Narrower Junction at bottom where Queens
gelato is.
All the time
Police present and change the junction at
Ashbourne road. Far too fast and wide for
pedestrians.
Evenings every day
Speed camefa and Junction changed to slow
drivers as they easily take that junction at Queen
Road in 5th gear.
All day 7 days a week
Junction improvements as cars park and drive
dangerously fast at the junction making it very
unsafe to cross.
Can someone tackle the noise pollution these
cars too? There are 2 specific cars in particular
that are known to residents for noise and high
speeds through our streets.
6pm till 6am
Bumps that actually deter speeders, not just slow
them down for them to fly up the road after
they've passed it.
Would like to see police about and even
measuring sound as well as speed. Noise
disturbance is excessive from exhausts with
constant anti social driving reported to police.
All day every day
Police and speed cameras better and more speed
bumps
No. Generally it's all the Massive fines for drivers. Zebra crossings it's
time, any time .
dangerous. Fast driving both up &amp;amp; down
Oakworth Road.

458

02/02/2022

Bar House Lane, Utley BD20 6HQ

30

Late at night. Along with
anti social parking below
(noise late at night and
evidence of drug taking
).

457
456

02/02/2022
02/02/2022

Keighley rd
Lawkholme Lane

30
20

455
454

30/01/2022
30/01/2022

Ingrow
Junctionof Ashton Rd and Queens
rd

20

No specific time
All day and worse at
night
All the time
All day every day

453
452

29/01/2022
29/01/2022

Ashbourne Road and Queens road 20
Ashbourne road
20

451

29/01/2022

Dual carriageway B&amp;amp;m
roudabout thro to Mercure R/a

Evening and night
Mainly at night

Greater use of police visibility to deter. Repair of
existing speed bumps to make it undesirable to
speed. Our location is the last house on the right
before Ferncliffe drive. Possible one off speed
trap exercise from corner of Ferncliffe drive aimed
at cars travelling down bar house lane during
evening/night time hours. 8pm-2am
Confiscate speeders cars of larger fines
Action! Anything that would help. It's constant
nuisance and very difficult to live with.
Side. Cameras. Police. More speed bumps.
Junction layout improment to slow speeders and
make it safer for pedestrians
Speed cameras. Sporadic police presence.
Police cars, speed guns and cameras.

Also noise level checks as some cars, particularly
a white subaru and black civic are disgustingly
loud. Waking residents up every night and leaving
engine idling through day.
Frequently but worse pm Police presence . Traffic police patrols. However
this will not be possible while the police service is
underfunded. A concerted campaign by mps and
councillors to increase funding to allow a greater
police presence on the streets

450

28/01/2022

Keighley generally

2100-2400

Enforcement and prosecution.
We live above the valley and most of the roads in
Keighley so get to here whats going on due to the
good acoustics. Pretty much every night between
2100-2400 roads below can be heard to turn into
a raceway. Its why the area is locally called the
&quot; Bradistan international raceway&quot;!
Its blunt but its true.
Education doesn't work. Unless you hit people in
the pockets its the only way you'll get perpetrators
to start to take notice.

449

28/01/2022

Ashbourne road

20

Mostly at night

30

all day

Police being visibly present.
Excessive noise from exhausts also causes
disturbance daily.
Speed camera / van
Speed Cameras

448

28/01/2022

447

27/01/2022

B6143 Keighley Road at the
Junction with Oakbank Broadway
Main Street , Laycock

20

Evenings especially and Speed cameras. Regular speed watches with
&quot;rush hours&quot;. more astringent penalties? Obligatory reeducation for offenders? Community Service with
traffic injury patients?
All day
Road bumps to slow people down

446

27/01/2022

445

27/01/2022

High Spring gardens lane and View 30
Road
Pickles Hill, Oldfield

444

27/01/2022

Shan Lane

30

Morning, Afternoon,
Evening

All times

Although there are Slow signs on the road here,
drivers go like bats out of hell. Itâ€™s very , very
dangerous on a narrow road like this.
Please can we have speed bumps or cameras
before someone gets killed. We would be grateful
even for 30 ml an hour signs if the former is too
expensive. I do hope you can help. Previous
complaints by residents have been ignored.
Kind regards
Proper Signs (lack of signs) traffic calming
measures (not necessarily speed bumps)

443

27/01/2022

Park Lane just above the car wash

30

442

27/01/2022

Skipton Road, B6265, Utley

30

441

27/01/2022

Ashbourne road &amp;amp;
queen's road

20

Late evening and during
the night we have
â€œboy racersâ€•going
up the hill and looping
round to do it again.
During the day people
take the downhill bend
above the car wash too
fast and in the past few
years in separate
incidents we have had a
car and a caravan written
off and had to replace 4
offside wing mirrors. We
think people fail to
navigate the bend at
speed.
Evenings on weekdays,
throughout the day on
weekends.

Every day of the week,
mainly between 6pm 6am

Speed camera and big notices about slowing
down for the bend above it.

Speed van deployment
Discouragement of using the Steeton-Utley
section on this road for journeys into and out of
Keighley, a lot of speeding cars use this instead
of using the A629 bypass.
Speed cameras, police presence

440

26/01/2022

Hospital Road Riddlesden

30

439

26/01/2022

High Street Barrows Lane, Steeton 20

438

23/01/2022

Riverside (Dalton lane)

30

Can be any time of day
or night.

Morning and evening

Hospital Road has become a 'rat run' for vehicles
going to Carr Lane and the Southlands area,
many who drive at excess speed. Drivers use
Hospital Road to avoid what can be an awkward
turn from Granby Lane into Carr Lane. There has
over the past few years been an increased use of
Hospital Road by pedestrians from the Roedhelm
Estate. Hospital Road has only a narrow
footpath along one side of the road, making it
difficult for pedestrians at the best of times and
dangerous at others. I do not feel that reducing
speed limits or using speed indicators has a long
term effect on driving habits. East Morton for
example has a 20mph limit and a Speed
Indication Display, which are ignored by the
majority of drivers on a daily basis.
I feel that legal enforcement of the law or physical
traffic calming mearures are the options that
influence drivers. The former is expensive, the
latter unpopular but effective.

Don't think drivers will take much notice of SIDs,
speed bumps are needed
As vehicles come and go Warning signs speed humps
from the old foundry

437

23/01/2022

Hospital Road, Riddlesden

Random

436

23/01/2022

Long Lee Lane

30

435

22/01/2022

Long lee lane to harden rd

30

434

22/01/2022

Longlee Lane keighley

30

433

22/01/2022

Braithwaite Road from West Lane
to Laycock (20 mph signs already
installed through Laycock village)

30

432

21/01/2022

Skipton Road Steeton

40

Hospital Road is used as a rat-run by people
living on connecting streets, and a lot of people
drive on it without due care and attention for other
drivers and pedestrians. I don't know what would
actually reduce speeding on our street, but
reducing the volume of traffic might hopefully
reduce the number of speeding motorists in turn.
The pavement is not in the best state of repair,
and is too narrow for more than one pedestrian at
a time, plus there is overhanging garden foliage
and some people park on the pavement because
the road is narrow to begin with - this means that
any speeding vehicles are therefore more
dangerous to pedestrians on our particular road.

Mainly in the evening but Curb extensions like those on Parkwood Street.
is a problem at all times Too many people share the location of mobile
of the day.
speed cameras on social media. People drive
more considerately when they are there and then
return to their usual speed as soon as they are
gone. It doesn't give an accurate representation
of the problem. No-one pays any attention to the
speed indicator sign either.
All the time, used as a
Camera
launch pad to get up
harden rd
Between 0700 and 0830 Fixed speed cameras
plus 1630 and 1900
Anytime but worse
Mobile speed cameras introduced - or permanent
weekends all day and
speed cameras. Alternatively flashing mph signs
weekday evenings from along Braithwaite Road in both directions. These
1600 hrs.
were already installed several years ago as you
enter Laycock village.
6pm - 9pm
Speed cameras

431

21/01/2022

B6265 Keighley Road -on the
stretch of road between Hawkcliffe
Corner Steeton, and Utley Rugby
club.

40

Between the hours of
6.30pm onward till early
morning, week and
weekend evenings most prevalent in
summer.
Whenever there is not a
traffic jam

430

20/01/2022

Station Rd Steeton

30

429

20/01/2022

Chapel road, Steeton

20

428
427

20/01/2022
20/01/2022

Mill lane steeton
Keighley / Skipton Road Steeton

40,20
30

426

20/01/2022

30

All the time, even
through the night

Speed camera

425

20/01/2022

Keighley Rd by Aireburn Garage
between 30 mph sign and Steeton
top traffic lights.
Keighley Road Steeton BD20 6Rj

30

424

20/01/2022

Barrows Lane, High Street
&amp;amp; Chapel Lane Steeton

20

Late night/ early hours of
morning but also quiet
day time
Happens at all times of
the day/ night.....some
drivers are considerate
but other flout the rules
causing danger to
pedestrians &amp;amp;
other road users

Speed cameras. Increase police presence/ mobile
speed cameras at regular intervals.
Traffic light cameras.
Not sure but definately needs something doing.
Also need to address the cars that park on the
pavement in between Bobbin Mill Lane
&amp;amp; Mulberry Lane on Barrows Lane.
Pedestrians including mothers with prams have
to walk in the road which is not safe when
considering the speed at which some cars travel

423

20/01/2022

Sutton lane Sutton-in-Craven

Always

422

20/01/2022

A629

All day

Footpath
Already child killed
Average Speed Cameras on the airedale
Expressway to prevent biy racers and taxi drivers
(amongst others) accelerating and decelerating
causing noise pollution for local residents and
also improving safety at the roundabout near
Steeton and Silsden railway station. Also a 40mph
to be introduced.

When traffic is busy on
the B6265
6pm-8am
Evening and night

Regular police monitoring, mobile camera vans in
prime areas.

Make the 30 mile sign much clearer as you come
off the by pass
Most donâ€™t slow till Summerhill rd
Warning signs. camera to capture people going
the wrong way down the one way section.
Speed bumps and cameras
As it is on a direct route to the hospital I donâ€™t
know if cameras are suitable but a speed warning
sign might help. Patrols wouldnâ€™t hurt

421

20/01/2022

Meadow Drive

20

All Day

Speed Cameras and or returning the speed
bump/ narrowing Road to have a priority passing
point, some kind of street redesign to enable
slower speeds.
Currently a lot of accelerating and braking
causing noise, air pollution, disruption and a lack
of safety.

420
419

20/01/2022
20/01/2022

418

20/01/2022

417

20/01/2022

Front of Aireburn Avenue Steeton
Station Road Steeton between the
roundabout and the crossroads at
Keighley Road
Keighley Road between Steeton
Primary School Junction and
Hawkcliffe Corner
B6265 Steeton Village

30
30

30

30

Please keep me informed.of the results of where
interventions are proposed across the district.
Evenings
Speed camera
Evening, especially after Speed cameras, as a lot of people try to cross the
7pm
road, going to/from the railway station, and
itâ€™s a huge risk
Evenings from 6:30-7pm Speed cameras
until midnight
approximately
All day (apart from
The road closed to the through traffic - the A road
during congestion)
should cater for that.
Then the village high Street could be redesigned
to be a community space with, yes, space for
access but also space for the pub, cafes,
greenery and such. The school would be
accessible, the remaining shops could trove and
hopefully more could be returned to use.
Currently the road is either gummed up with ratrunning to the hospital or massive, wide and
empty and so sped down by taxis and boy racers.

416

20/01/2022

Thornhill Road, Steeton

20

All day

The road narrowed, parking bays marked to
provide &quot;natural&quot; speed reduction
through carriageway narrowing, street tres
planted in the resultant space, general
streetscape improvements such as wider
footways given the volume of pedestrians
(especially re: hospital) and maybe an uphill
segregated cycle path added?

415

20/01/2022

High Street and Chapel Road

20

School time morning

414

20/01/2022

Skipton Road, Steeton

30

413

20/01/2022

Lawkholme Lane, from Cavendish
Street end to mini roundabout

20,30

All times but worse at
night
Weekdays during the
day

412

20/01/2022

Spring Gardens Lane

411

20/01/2022

B6265 through Steeton to Eastburn 30

410
409

20/01/2022
20/01/2022

whitley head barrows lane steeton
Between Steeton &amp;amp;
Eastburn

30
30

408

20/01/2022

Keighley Road, Steeton - near to
Steeton lights, no further the
houses

30

407

20/01/2022

Skipton Road, near co-op, Steeton

30

406

20/01/2022

Keighley Road

30

405
404
403

20/01/2022
20/01/2022
20/01/2022

Main Road, Eastburn
Barrows Lane, Steeton
Keighley Road, Steeton. Between
the lights at Steeton Top and
Hawckliffe Corner

30
20
30

Speed cameras or bumps on high street.
Cameras for Chapel Road and bumps as itâ€™s
a one way system
Speed cameras

Additional speed bumps like on Hanover Street
that cover the entire road. Greater police
presence.
All the time
Speed cameras followed up by proper penalties
enforced
Most parts of the day but Speed cameras fixed or regular mobile.
especially early
mornings.
morning and evening
reduced speed limit and speed humps
Some speed during the
day even though there is
a speed sign flashing but
the serious racing
happens at night.
All day, especially night Cameras or bumps.
Nothing else will slow these speeders down - you
can hear them fly up Keighley Road then onto the
bypass, doing a circuit. There are a lot of the
same cars doing this regularly. The speed they
come past the house is alarming.
Every evening, anytime Speed cameras
weekends
All the time
Speed cameras park and school areas and the
Keighley end of the road
After 9pm
Speed Cameras
Every day
Speed Camera
Evening usually
Speed Cameras. Not only is there excessive
speed there is also a noise problem with
backfiring exhausts

402

20/01/2022

Whitley Head, BD20 6QS

30

All the time

401

20/01/2022

Station Road, Steeton, and
adjoining B6265

30

Throughout the night

Speed bumps, a reduction of the speed limit to
20mph, or cameras. Or all three. This is a very
narrow road between the bottom of Intake Lane
where it goes downhill to Barrows Lane where the
limit is reduced to 20mph. At that point, there are
also footpaths. Apart from a very short stretch,
there are no footpaths so anyone walking up from
Steeton village or down towards the village is
obliged to walk on the road. There are high stone
walls either side so there is no means of escape
should there be a problem. I was myself hit by a
swerving car whilst walking up the hill one
afternoon. He had to swerve to avoid a speeding
car going downhill. Where there is a row of
houses on the road side, people are forced to
walk in the middle of the road due to parked cars.
This of course is worse in the evenings and at
weekends. Because of the constant failure of
street lighting and the apparent reluctance of the
council to do anything to rectify that, it is
extremely dangerous. My neighbour's house was
seriously damaged a few years ago by an out of
control car, to the point where part of it had to be
demolished and rebuilt. The driver of that vehicle
was never called to account. Someone will
inevitably be killed or seriously injured if this
situation is not dealt with. Not only that, despite
signs prohibiting large vehicles coming up or
down the road, we are constantly plagued with
colossal
wagons Other
trying to
takecalming
a short methods
cut.
Speed cameras.
traffic

am and pm

would also be useful but aware it is close to
Airedale Hospital so may be difficult for
ambulances
Speed cameras or speed humps

400

20/01/2022

Dale View which leads into
20
Banklands Lane Silsden BD20 0JH

399

20/01/2022

Barrows lane Steeton

30

Evening

398

20/01/2022

Chapel lane, Steeton. Near the
medical centre.

20

All day, but especially
morning and afternoon
peak. 7am to 9am and
3pm to 6pm.

397

20/01/2022

Station Road Steeton

30

396

19/01/2022

Whitley Head, Barrows Lane,
Steeton

30

No specific time, but
mainly between rush
hour and after 7pm
Evenings, nighttime
predominantly but can be
anytime someone is in a
rush or showing off to
their mates

Not sure there is anything you can do. Camera
would be ideal but watched Panarama on Monday
where they said most camera's in the country
were switched off.
It will take someone to be seriously injured or
killed before something is done. It always does.
The road says access only but everyone knows
you can cut through. Enforcement of the access
only. Adhoc traffic police presence and some kind
of nice looking traffic calming may go some way
to help. The road is really dark and used by
school children with no pavement to walk on it's
only a matter of time before there is sn accident.
A regular speeder is in a red Beresford transit van
around 7.10 every morning Monday to Friday.
SID, Police Speed Checks.

Speed cameras and physical traffic calming
measures are the only realistic option as most
(though not all) speeders are groups of young
men pushing their cars to the limit. A SID only
becomes a challenge to see how high a number
they can reach without losing control on the bend

395

19/01/2022

Hospital Road, Riddlesden

30

394
393

19/01/2022
19/01/2022

Highfield road
20
Hollins Lane - between Steeton and 40
Keighley

392

19/01/2022

Long lee lane

391

19/01/2022

Keighley Town centre, bypass,
Bradford road

30

All days, during the
daytime - there is less
traffic during the
evenings after people
return from work / stop
delivering

Ideally, some kind of physical traffic-calming
measures. Hospital Road is long and mostly
straight, which encourages speeding; the
pavement is very narrow and only on one side of
the road, which makes it more dangerious for
pedestrians (pedestrians on Hospital Road have
increased in recent years due to the building of
the new estate); and the road itself is old and
narrow - which makes all the issues worse! Due to
the awkward/hazardous junctions between
Granby Lane-Carr Lane, and Hospital RoadDaleside Road, Hospital Road is used as a rat-run
by people who live on Carr Lane or vans that are
delivering there (and the roads branching off it),
and by those who live on Newlyn Road/Daleside
Road. This was proven during recent roadworks
that required Hospital Road to be closed halfway
up - it turns out that little of the traffic speeding on
the road actually belongs to people who live on
the road.
Afternoon evenings .
Speed camera
All the time
The road is used by walkers, runners, cyclists,
horse riders and children because it's a quiet
lane, but it's national speed limit and cars speeds
down there, there's no pavement and often no
where walkers can go to get out of the way of
speeding cars. Bar house lane, just below Hollins
is one way and has speed bumps and is 20mph.
15.30 to 19.00
Sid warning signs and reduce speed limit to
20mph.
Late at night early hours Police patrols, cameras. This is clearly not just
speeding, its racing. It's not exactly subtle. I can't
understand why the police don't notice and do
something when it happens considering the
proximity of the police station

390

18/01/2022

Airevalley Road between Keighley 40
and Crossflatts. Also Bradford Road
between Keighley and Crossflatts.
Occasionally one pops it's exhaust
(a lot!) driving down Daleside Road
in Riddlesden.

389

18/01/2022

bradford road

388

18/01/2022

Goose Cote Lane between
30
Harewood Road and Keighley Road

387

18/01/2022

West lane from junction with
Oakworth Road to Shann Lane

30

386

17/01/2022

South Street

30

40

EVERY SINGLE
EVENING! From aprox.
6pm onwards into the
night. In particular
around 9pm-11pm but
also right up until 1am. I
live right up on the hill
side in Riddlesden, have
double glazing on my
home and can hear them
loud and clear.
Weekday evenings. 9pm
to 11pm
Evenings both week
days and all day at
weekends

Speed cameras and also noise level readers as
many of these cars are constantly revving and
popping their exhausts continuously. Much more
police presence. These people are out EVERY
SINGLE EVENING making a huge amount of
noise. They are far more constant and more noisy
and dangerous than the fireworks that folk are
forever complaining about.

speed cameras, speed bumps.

Any of the above really, we live adjacent to the
Bronte Playing fields where the Oakworth Juniors
football club is based, and we often have
speeding traffic in both directions on our road,
and this worries us. We have reported this before.
You guys have access to all the experts as to
what is required. Thank you.
Afternoon and
Speed cameras, similar to Oakworth Road. A
evenings/nights, all day reduction of speed limit to 20 near primary
at weekends People
schools, St Andrews and Our Lady of Victories.
visiting the Keighley Tarn The Road has become very dangerous with would
to cause nuisance and
be Lewis Hamiltons putting pedestrian and drivers
littering.
lives at risk.
Very early morning (12- Speed cameras
1am) and night 8 until
late

385

17/01/2022

Queens Road

20

384

17/01/2022

Green head lane and Skipton road. 20
Utley.

383

17/01/2022

Keighley Road, Bogthorn

30

382

17/01/2022

West lane

30

381

17/01/2022

West lane

30

380

17/01/2022

Keighley road

30

No

Speed humps. The road goes from 30 to 20 at
Victoria Road junction.
Cars do 60 to 70 from South Street up to the first
humps by St Joseph's primary school and vice
versa.
I live on the corner of Victoria Road/ Queens
Road.
I work full time but could get you 100 speeders in
5 days on video. The humps have been installed
higher up after the school and up Ashbourne
Road.
Just needs 2 or 3 lower down as we've seen a
few close shaves and accidents at the Vic Rd
junction let alone the noise from these
irresponsible characters.
All day!
Actual action. People ignore speed bumps, signs
and &quot;soft&quot; measures. The only way to
stop people is a comprehensive mix of both
cameras and enforced traffic stops. Most of those
who speed excessively also have fake/trade
plates, license issues and more - just look at op
steerside!
At all times during the
Speed cameras and police detection vans.
day but very noticeable Warning signs are of no deterrent a waste of
after 8pm.
money and resources.
Afternoon, evening, night Speed cameras , speed bumps because of 2 local
school on West lane.
Mornings
Cameras. Warning signs wouldnâ€™t stop the
speeding.
All day
Speed cameras from Keighley all the way to
oakworth

379

16/01/2022

Parkwood Street where it meets
Thwaites Bridge

30

Usually after 7PM, worse Speed bumps have already been put in place
on a Friday and Saturday (temporary I think) further up the road near the
evening.
school however various cars and motorcycles are
still coming onto the road from the Airevalley
Road roundabout near Marley, up Wenning Street
and over Thwaites Bridge and around the sharp
bend at the Shoulder of Mutton pub and then they
absolutely floor it accelerating upwards of 70 MPH
right up until they hit the give way area where
Quarry Street meets with Parkwood Street.
There are many locals that walk their dogs at
night as well as children that play in the streets
adjacent to Parkwood Street. Most of these
streets run downward to Parkwood Street so if
any children lose their footballs or can't stop on a
bicycle or a skateboard they'll naturally end up
right in the middle of the road.

378

16/01/2022

High spring gardens Lane

30

377

16/01/2022

Westburn avenue

30

Morning, afternoons,
evening, nighttime
Evening

There have also been a dozen crashes on this
bend in the last 12 months, my own cousin was
driving round the bend from the Dalton Lane end
at lunch time on a Friday when he was smashed
into head on by a rental vehicle with 4 occupants
travelling down the wrong side of the road trying
to skip traffic.
One or two of the bad accidents on the Thwaites
Bridge/Dalton Lane junction have also required air
ambulances which you would think is odd
considering
they're
both 30 MPH limit roads and
Bumps, 20 miles
zones
Speed bumps or one way system from oakworth
Road to nessfield drive / westfell

376

16/01/2022

Spring gardens lane

20,30

Particularly 4pm onwards
but it can be all day.
They start from the other
side of the double
roundabout and out their
foot down.

375
374

16/01/2022
15/01/2022

Fell lane
Harewood Road Bd22 7NS

30
30

373

15/01/2022

Denholme Road, Leeming

20

372

15/01/2022

All of West Lane from bottom to
Shann Lane junction

30

371

15/01/2022

Bradford Road, Stockbridge

30

370
369

15/01/2022
15/01/2022

Anytime
All day

368

15/01/2022

Fell lane
30
West lane between north Dean road 30
and Braithwaite road.
West lane between north Dean
30
avenue and braithwaite road

367

15/01/2022

North Dean Avenue.

All day.

30

Constant
Evenings mainly some
afternoons with off road
motorcycle riders
Can be all day but
particularly evenings
Throughout the day but
mainly during the hours
of darkness until 2am
All day

All the time.

speed bumps installed from the double round
about all the way to the next one at holy family
school.
the cars start before the round about and put their
foot down straight over the roundabouts, without a
care for cars coming up to the top of green head
lane. Sometimes there is defiantly races going on.
It is so so dangerous, this road has a school at
one end of it and green head lane has one as
well. There will be a death if this carries on which
is really really scareY
Speed bimps
Speed cameras and speed bumps

Speed cameras
Speed cameras or regular Police mobile cameras
(on foot), drivers reported for anti social
behaviour, dangerous and without due care
driving.
Speed cameras would be good, work by there
and also live in riddlesden. Been nearly hit a few
times by speeding idiots and the noise at night
can be horrendous
Speed cameras
Speed cameras, speed bumps
I think speed camera's need to be installed, and a
zebra crossing on West lane near our lady of
victory school.
Speed camera.

366

15/01/2022

Highfield Road

30

All day and all night literally 24 hours

365

15/01/2022

Station Road Oakworth

20

364

15/01/2022

30

363

15/01/2022

Long Lee Lane between Harden
Road junction and M
Fell Lane both ways

All times of the day.
Worst at night and at the
weekend
All day
20 mph limit

362

15/01/2022

Wheathead drive Keighley

30

361

15/01/2022

Fell lane

30

360
359

15/01/2022
15/01/2022

Grafton Road
Broadlands Shann Park

20
30

358

15/01/2022

Staveley Road

20

357

15/01/2022

Grafton road kly

20

356
355

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Hainworth wood road north
Glen lee lane

30
20

354

14/01/2022

Bradford Road

40

353

14/01/2022

West Lane, near Our Lady of
Victories school

30

30

Any time but worse in
evenings
Anytime

Speed cameras, Road humps and any other
traffic calming measures- this road is used a lot
by children walking to and from several local
primary schools and The Holy Family School,
drivers often use it as a race track and sometimes
continue over onto guardhouse road- it needs to
stop before someone is killed
Speed Cameras

Speed cameras, SIDs etc, lower speed to 20mph
maybe
Speed reducing humps or at least one camera.It
is like a race track most days
Constant
Cameras
Speed bumps
Anytime
Traffic calming measures
People speed all the time Speed bumps like everywhere else around our
but more at night when streets before someone is killed
itâ€™s quieter
Most of the time
Speed cameras as even the buses donâ€™t stick
especially at night time. to the speed limit.
All times of the day.
What ever it takes before someone is killed.
Maybe speed bumps initially.
All the time
Speed cameras, more police checks on road.
Morning, evening
Speed bumps so I can safely cross my kids on
this awful road
Evening
Anything and everything to deter whoever they
are speeding, revving engines, exhausts
backfiring into the early hours.EVERY single
evening.(not an exaggeration!)
All day, every day
speed bumps. 20 mph zone

352

14/01/2022

Station road oakworth

30

All hours of the day and
night

351

14/01/2022

30

350
349
348
347

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

30
30
20
20

Afternoon and evening
mainly
Varies no particular time
Evenings and weekends
Evening
Yes there is evening time

346

14/01/2022

345

14/01/2022

West Lane especially near Guard
House Road junction by the school
Fell Lane
Fell Lane
Steeton High Street
Bracken bank grove bracken bank
avenue staveley road
Bingley and Silsden bypasses, Park
Lane and Dason Road.
Spring Gardens Lane

20

Any time of the day

344
343

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

30
30

Evening
Evening

342

14/01/2022

Prospect mount
Artic street beechcliffe and skiptin
riad
Halifax Road

40

Evening

From the train line ( oakworth train station) up
people put their foot down and fly up the road at
speed meanwhile people are also speeding down
the road this road is used as a rat run and is
especially busy at rush hour morning/evening.
When there is a train and the gates are closed
traffic ques up the road and people fly down and
nearly hit the standing traffic with little or no
warning- there have been bumps and many times
cars have screeched to a halt to avoid hitting
standing cars, I would like to see speed bumps at
the bottom half of station road to prevent people
speeding up and down and much more signage
for the level crossing- itâ€™s an area busy with
tourists and visitors especially in the summer
months and I am surprised there are no traffic
calming measures already as well as to keep the
local children and elderly people safe. The main
problem is how steep the hill is it seems to
encourage a lot of people to put their foot down
and go well above the speed limit.
Speed bumps, reduced speed and cameras

Speed cameras
Speed cameras
Speed humps
More humps speeding cameras anything to stop
the speeding it's like living on a speed track
Evening and weekends. Speed cameras.
Speed cameras to be put up as clearly the speed
bumps which were put in place several years ago
have not stopped the speeding/racing/reckless
driving up and down this road.
Bumps. Signs
Traffic calming measures lije speed bunps and
artuc street 20mph
Reduce to 30 mph with speed cameras

341

14/01/2022

Westburn avenue

30

340

14/01/2022

Hainworthwood road, woodhouse
keighley

20

339

14/01/2022

Scott Lane, Riddlesden, BD20

30

338
337
336

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

North Street by the Cinema
Halifax Road Cullingworth
Keighley Road, Steeton, outside
Steeton Primary school and
recreational sports park

30
30
30

335

14/01/2022

Arctic Street

30

334

14/01/2022

Denholme Road between the Lamb 30
and Dog and Gun pubs

333

14/01/2022

Exley road, coming of Oakworth
Road

20

332

14/01/2022

West Lane between Braithwaite
Avenue and Devonshire Street

30

Evenings mostly, but
afternoons also
All day, particularly bad
in the evenings

Speed bumps or even speed cameras

Speed cameras. There are speed bumps all along
the road which make no difference as most of the
cars are stolen or they are on quad bikes or dirt
bikes.
Anytime
20 mph zone, as it's all residential or
church/community buildings.
Evenings and weekends Speed cameras
All Day
Speed cameras
Mainly late evening into Speed Camera would be ideal, or speed bumps.
the night. But
There is already an led '30 slow down'sign on the
occurances 24hrs a day approach from hawcliffe corner but has never
made any difference.
Most of the time, worse Speed bumps and the drug dealers moved on
during light evenings
and dealt with.
when there is a religious
festival
Used as a rat run
There are no pavements in Leeming, the speed
morning 6.30 to 8.30 and should be reduced to 20 mph with speed cameras
evening 4.30 to 6.30
to enforce. As a resident it is dangerous to walk
on the road to access the reservoir as motorists
drive without any due care and attention for
pedestrians or people riding horses. There have
been several near misses with motorists driving
so close and at speed. Additionally, the parking
around Waterside Mill is atrocious, there is no
regard for the bus stop, and it is extremely difficult
to see the oncoming traffic when entering the
carriageway.
Mist of the time
Spred bumps in road to calm traffic speeding.
Especially now there is a school at the top of
Exkey Road.
Virtually all the time
Speed cameras would be best but speed bumps
every day especially
at the very least. This area includes a stretch that
traffics heading towards has to be crossed by children from OLV Primary
town
School. There is a lollipop lady but it is still
extremely dangerous for both the children and
the lollipop lady!

331

14/01/2022

Scott Lane, Riddlesden to Bar Lane. 30

Mornings 7 - 9am.

20m[h speed limit and speed cameras.

330

14/01/2022

Holme Lane, Cross Hills

20

329

14/01/2022

Bradford Road Riddlesden

40

328
327

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

326

14/01/2022

Cherry tree rise.long lee
30
Oakworth. From Lidget right
20
through the village past the school
and also Station Road. Is is very
dangerous to cross from the school
to the park at all times of day.
Scott lane, riddlesden
30

325
324

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

West Lane around OLV
A650 Aire Valley Road between
Aireworth and Crossflats

30

323
322
321

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Airedale road
Scott Lane , Riddlesden
Scott Lane, Riddlesden.

30
30
30

320

14/01/2022

Bradford road between east
riddlesden hall and b&amp;amp;m
roundabout

40

Late evening, early hours Unmarked vehicles to stop speeding vehicles and
fine or prosecute. Many of the vehicles have
illegal exhausts and no tax or insurance. Cameras
will not help as half of the people committing the
offences wonâ€™t have the vehicles registered to
their name
Evenings
Donâ€™t mind what the solution is, probably
speed cameras would prevent them from
speeding so much
Evening /early morning Speed bumps
All day.
Speed cameras, SIDs, extending the 20mph zone
to cover more of the village and further up than
the start of Lidget, the 20 zone starts as you
come down a hill so hard for cars to start slowing
down.
Sitting the day but
Traffic calming and possibly a reduced speed limit
particularly at night
to 20 as cars do not drive at an appropriate speed
considering driveways and parked cars
Unsure, frequently
Reduce to 20. Speed bumps and/or cameras.
Late evenings especially A number of antisocial drivers are using this road
at weekends
as a drag strip. The sound of revving engines is
clearly audible across surrounding areas as far
away as West Morton. Furthermore, aggressive
tailgating and dangerous manoeuvres by these
drivers puts innocent road users in danger. There
needs to be a greater police presence and more
use of speed cameras and ANPR to prosecute
these antisocial drivers.
All day and night
Anything to stop a accident
Afternoon and evenings Speed bumps and speed indicators are required
Mornings, and around
Speed camera and speed bumps on the road.
5pm onwards
From lunchtime right
Anything! It's scary walking on the pavement as
through to the early
they go so fast it's just a matter of time before one
hours
looses control and mounts the pavement. They
also drive on the wrong side of the centre islands
to overtake.

319
318

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Morton lane
West lane, high field road up to the
tarn
Top of West Lane, where it meets
Black Hill Lane and the junction for
Shann Lane
West lane
Fell Lane

20
30

Evenings night times
Night time

Police camera patrols
Speed cameras and / or speed bumps

317

14/01/2022

30

AM and PM rush hour
then n8gjt time it
becomes a rally track.
Weekend and evenings
All day but especially
evenings when they hit
the top of fell lane
Afternoon and evening
All day
Evenings on A650 and
Bradford Road. Carr
Lane daytime.
Used as a cut through
and some of the cars go
at great speed, I have
nearly been run over a
few times on my lunch as
I work here
All day long on Banks
Lane.

Speed cameras.

316
315

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

314
313
312

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Bradford road riddlesden
40
Rawdon road/west lane Haworth
30
A650 bypass, Carr Lane East
40
Morton, Bradford Road Riddlesden.

311

14/01/2022

Becks Road

310

14/01/2022

Banks Lane, from Ilkey Road
junction to the top of Banks Lane.
Lower down Banks Lane towards
Granby Lane is a little more
restricted with volume of parked
cars. Also the bypass. Fast and
furious driving until 3 in the
morning! .

30

309

14/01/2022

Oakworth road

30

Evenings

30
30

After 7pm
Day and night

More police patrols and speed cameras that
actually work
Anything
Speed bumps is a necessity the sooner the better

308
307

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Mytholmes Lane
Prospect mount keighley

30
30

Speed cameras
Cameras, t traffic calming measures towards
Holme house lane. Speed limit reduced from
National to40
Speed cameras
Speed cameras/speed bumps
Cameras, camera signs.

Warning signs

More obvious and regular speed signs would be a
start, including all dual carriage ways in and
around Keighley.
Speed cameras. I'm sure this alone will double
money going to the council which in turn can
maintain the roads to a better level.
No more humps in the roads please,they are full
of pot holes and diverts, a rotten state that doesn't
put motorbikes, cars, and HGV off going faster
speeds. I'm riddled with arthritis and do not want
more pain because of other careless drivers.

306

14/01/2022

Skipton Road Utley

30

All day and every night

305
304

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

30

All the time
All day everyday

303
302
301
300

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Arctic St beechcliffe
Fell lane. Oakworth road between
oak bank school and lidget. North
street to street to steeton top.
B6265
Park lane
Hainworth wood road
The stretch of long lee lane
Between the junction of Harden
Road up to start of Thwaite Brow
road

40
30
20

Evening
All day and night
No all the time
On and off through out
the day when the
Southams shop and long
lee surgery is open

299
298
297

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Hebden road
Upper Hird Street
Skipton Road, Utley

20
30

296

14/01/2022

Denholme road Oxenhope

30

Morning afternoon
evening

295

14/01/2022

Ingrow Lane, From Halifax
particularly round the first corner

20

Evenings

294
293
292

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Bracken bank ave
Fell lane
Greenhead lane

20

Evening
Evening and weekends
Any time of the day or
night

20

Evening and weekends
Anytime
No - all the time

Move the 30mph signs, further away from the built
up areas
Speed ramps
Speed cameras, speed bumps , any kind of traffic
calming measures with regard to speeding.
Speed cameras.
Caneras or speed bumps
Speed cameras
Cars drive on the wrong side of road to get
nearest to the shop for parking, cars speed up
and down to the surgery car park which is used
as a drug pick up point, barriers which were
originally used to close the car park at night and
weekends no longer work, perhaps the surgery
could invest in some sort of individual raised
bollards. The soft speed bumps that are on
Packwood Street would improve the area
Speed cameras
Cameras ,chicaneâ€™s, speed bumps.
Speed camera as you enter Utley, near rugby
club.
The whole of Denholme road is a race track by
the lamb it's even 20mph, and it's ignored, at
some point a walker who doesn't know the road is
going to get injured.
Speed bumps.
Hedges cut on the corner by black moor road so
if no speed bumps at least you can see the
nutters coming if no speed bumps
Speed camera before Queens Street junction.
The speed limit has recently been reduced but the
speed of cars has not. Many cars speed round
that corner in both directions at well past the limit
(when it was 30)
Speed bumps and warning signs
Speed cameras
Speed cameras

291

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Bradford Rd at Riddlesden and the
bypass
Ingrow lane

290

20

289

14/01/2022

High street steeton

20

288

14/01/2022

Bradford Road, Riddlesden Bd20
5jh. From Granby Lane up the
Crossflatts Roundabout

40

Morning,afternoon
evening
Throughout the day

287

14/01/2022

30

Evening, late night

286
285

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Skipton road, between Clif castle
and rugby club, the whole part of
Utley is heavily affected
Bradford road, Riddlesden
Spring bank rise

30
20

Speed Cameras
Speed bumps

284
283

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

20
30

282

14/01/2022

Spring gardens/ Greenhead road
Skipton Road Keighley. Stretch
from St John's Road to Gallaghers
undertakers.
Blackhill /West lane from the tarn
to the bottom of West lane

After dark
School runs and about
5pm
Evenings mainly
All day and night over
speed limit. Racers in the
evenings and night
All day...worse at school
pick up time / evening

281

14/01/2022

Keighley Road through Bogthorn

30

Any time

Traffic calming measures

30

At night after 9pm and
until early hours
Evening

Speed cameras on Bradford Road and the
bypass.
Speed cameras you've already put a reduced limit
in and people are still driving around at crazy high
speeds
Speed bumps
Many elderly and children are accessing the
footpaths and crossing this road throughout the
day. There are public amenities accessed i.e
primary school, East Riddlesden Hall, Coop, local
newsagents to name a few due to which
pedestrians are constantly around. However, the
traffic can be busy and over the 40mph limit
putting these pedestrians in danger. I feel
measures like more pedestrian crossings i.e
zebra, toucan should be implemented. Also
reduces speeding by installing speed cameras.
This is long overdue, fatalities and accidents can
be avoided with these measures.
Speed cameras as many as possible

Speed cameras at both ends of the stretch.

Speed Cameras , my children walk to and from
school on West lane , it is terrifying the speed of
the cars that go past them every day.

280

14/01/2022

West Lane keighley all of the road 30
from top to the bottom

279

14/01/2022

Bradford road, B6265 - between
30
Hard Ings Rd roundabout and East
Riddlesden Hall 40mph speed limit
marker

All the time

I would like to see speed bumps and speed
cameras put in place they are two schools nearby
and its very dangerous . They is a crossing near
olv school which I think needs sorting out as
people park their cars on it .which makes it very
dangerous to see and cross the road especially
with young children in tow.
Evenings and weekends I would like to propose speed camera in 3
locations.
Royd Ings Avenue - one camera looking east
positioned after the junction and before the bus
stop. Additionally one on the opposite side of the
road looking west positioned outside 'Deli Lite'
Bar Lane - one camera looking east positioned
before Bar Lane outside 'Clean Scene'. An
additional camera looking back west positioned
directly opposite Bar Lane before the turning into
the car park
Kingsway - I'd like to propose two cameras in this
location one looking east and west on the 40mph
speed marker. Each speed camera would be set
to their respective speeds 30mph and 40mph.
This would prevent speeding into Riddlesden and
out along the B6265 as is often the case.
If you would like any additional support or
consultation on the measures implemented along
this route feel free to contact me. My background
is in Architecture and Landscape planning where I
have worked on highways projects in the past. My
email is below
jordan.cohen.cohen@googlemail.com
Regards,

278

14/01/2022

Greystones drive

20

All the time

277

14/01/2022

Lees lane Haworth

30

Most of the day

276

14/01/2022

Oakworth road, Westburn Avenue,
Grafton Road

30

Post 8pm

275
274

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Victoria road
Oakworth road

20
30

Evening
Early morning/late at
night

273

14/01/2022

Bracken Bank Walk

30

All day

Speed bumps are needed right up into the cul de
sac as this is where they are speeding into then
realising they canâ€™t get out this way. Children
are always playing out in the cul de sac and it
wonâ€™t be long before there is an accident
where a child gets hurt. We have tried numerous
times to ask drivers to slow down and was hit with
abuse and threats. Itâ€™s not on at all weâ€™ve
spoken to the housing officer who isnâ€™t
interested
Signs that flash
Visible speed checks
Letâ€™s be honest, a large proportion of drivers
drive above speed limits from time to time but the
main issue is those drivers who are driving at
speeds 20, 30, 40mph above the speed limit
where it has become extremely dangerous should
anything happen and it seems to be late evening
and onwards when the roads are quieter.
Mobile speed cameraâ€™s, more police
presence from traffic police, prosecutions of those
driving dangerously and even seizing of the cars.

More speeding cameras.There is a major ploblem
up Oakworth road where a van parks most of the
time obstructing a camera and also a view of car's
coming down Oakworth road for residents coming
out of Sunnyhill Grove.Very dangerous and scary
Speed humps installed as a continuation of those
already in place on adjacent Bracken Bank
Grove.

272

14/01/2022

Bradford Road, Riddlesden

30

All times, overtaking at
the issue we have is most of the problem drivers
speed, night time racing don't register there vehicle or have a licence and
insurance. We need police involvement. Just last
night there was a car racing around that was so
loud, from Riddlesden you can hear cars
screeching around the car park next to TK MAX,
Halford etc. This is a weekly, sometimes nightly
thing. Seems to be ignored by police. Cctv to
catch them in the act
5pm-6pm
Speed cameras
Midnight, it literally turns Speed cameras DO NOT work. They put their
into a racing strip
foot down and either go on the other side of the
road or slam the brakes on to go past it then slam
down again
Most evenings
Speed cameras
All day
I would like a crossing point because it is very
difficult to cross this road
Most times early morning Speed cameras, road humps from blackhill lane
and in the evening
to tarn

271
270

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Hanover Street
Oakworth Road (Between speed
cameras)

30
30

269
268

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Bolton Road, Silsden
Oakworth road Bogthorn

30
30

267

14/01/2022

West lane from junction with oak
worth road to blackhill tarn

30

266

14/01/2022

Parkwood Street

20

All day and Night every
day

265
264
263

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Skipton road Silsden
Fell Lane
Goose Cote Lane

30
30
30

Morning and evening
All day, everyday
Usually afternoon,
evening and night

262

14/01/2022

Parkwood street

30

On and evening mostly

261
260
259

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Haiworthwood Road
20
Shaw lane Oxenhope
20
North Street keighley through main 30
traffic lights and pedestrian
crossings and behind past cinema.

ANYTIME
All day
Usually from 6pm
onwards

More speed humps that actually span the whole
road. Speed camera and signs. And an actual
police presence in the area.
Speed cameras
Speed cameras
Speed cameras would be good, but maybe, 30
signs on the road, white lines or hashing down the
middle
Any measures we can. I have seen that most of
the traffic calming measures are at the top near
the school. Iâ€™m a resident at the bottom and
young lads race cars off the bypass onto
parkwood street itâ€™s so loud!
sPEED cAMERAS
Speed bumps
Fixed permanent cameras . More policing as it
can be dangerous if you are trying to cross on the
pelican crossing when one of these cars comes
using it like a drag strip.

258
257

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

30
30

Evening
Most of day

14/01/2022

North Dean Road Keighley
Fell Lane. Between The Three
Horses and Prospect Mount
Kensington Street

256

30

Evenings

255

14/01/2022

Skipyon road near Utley

30

254
253
252
251
250

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Vale Mill Lane
Dawson Road
West Lane
Scott lane up to Dunkirk rise
Oldfield Lane

40
30
30

Mainly evening and
through the night
All the time
All day and night
All the time
All day
School start and finish

249
248
247
246

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Road going into oakworth village
Oakworth Riad
Skipton Road, Utley, Keighley
Skipton Road and Beechcliffe area

30
30
30
30,20

245
244
243
242
241
240
239

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Ashbourne Road/Queens Road
Bradford Road A650
Skipton Road, Utley
Skipton Road, Utley
Skipton Road Utley
Hebden Road
Top of west lane towards the tarn
before the speed limit changes

20
30
30
30,40
20
30
30

238

14/01/2022

Providence lane

30

Evening
All dat
evening 7pm - 4am
Mostly in the eveningnight
All day/night
24 hrs a day
Evenings
Evening after 8pm
All day
Evening
All the time no one sticks
to the speed limit

All day

More police presence
Police presence. Traffic calming. (Restriction in
road width)
Speed bumps. Permit parking only.
As there are speed bumps on all other streets
people use Kensington Street as a shortcut to
avoid them. There have been numerous crashes
and numerous times our cars have been parked
up outside our houses and people have crashed
into them.
Speed cameras
Speed camera would be the best solution
Speed bumps
Police action
Maybe the introduction of speed bumps
Reduce the speed to 20 miles until past the
houses on either side and restrict the parking
Speed cameras
Speed cameras until Oakworth village
Traffic Calming Scheme, with speed cameras.
Speed cameras, maybe speed bumps as well.
Cameras
Speed cameras
Speed cameras
Speed cameras before 30th sign
Speed bumps and cameras
Speed bumps, police patrols
Anything! I am sick of the speeding up here. My
cat has already been run over due to this, I fear
pulling out my road every morning as people fly
round the corner at silly speeds. Speed camera
would be the only way to stop this as I doubt
anyone would care what another pointless sign
says.
Speed cameras. Police presence

237

14/01/2022

Rawdon road haworth

20

Every day

236

14/01/2022

Granby Lane, Riddlesden

30

235

14/01/2022

Braithwaite road

30

234

14/01/2022

Morton Lane

20

All day and often late at
night
All the time but
particularly bad in the
evenings
Morning , afternoon ,
evening

233

14/01/2022

Fell lane between west burn avenue 30
and Holme lane

232
231

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

bridgehouse lane haworth
Mill Hey Haworth BD22 8NA

30
30

230
229
228

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Granby Drive
South Street/Halifax Road
North Street

30
30
30

227

14/01/2022

Whin knoll ave

30

226

14/01/2022

Park Lane

30

225

14/01/2022

Greystones mount

20

224

14/01/2022

Braithwaite Road (West Lane Laycock)

30

223

14/01/2022

Bradford Road from keighley to
crossflatts

40

Ramps to slow down, really bad speeding from
bottom of park past haworth school and all along
north Street and west lane haworth its a rat run,
so surprised no child especially has been hurt or
killed
Reduced speed limit, speed bumps
Speed bumps, camera

Speed cameras are present but these are
ignored. Speed bumps would help particularly at
the top of Morton Lane where young children
have to cross both before and after school.
Speed cameras and speed bumps at top of road

From teatime yo early
hours itâ€™s like a race
track every evening
no
warning signs,
All the time
Speed Camera or go slow signs written in the
road
Anytime
Cameras, speed bumps
Evening and night
Speed Cameras
18:00 - 03:00
Mobile speed cameras. Static units will not pick
up the drug dealers, untaxed, uninsured, untested
vehicles.
Dinner time after 5 and Any kind of calming but round by us they
weekends
donâ€™t care about speed bumps they still fly
over them down Devonshire street
All the time
Speed Cameras as there is already slow down
signs that people seem to bypass
All the time
We already have signs there are bumps up other
streets leading up to ours but cars still speed up
and down bracken bank with the bumps or not
0:00 - 23:59
Mobile speed cameras. Static units and warnibg
signs will not achieve anything, including spotting
untaxed, untested and uninsured vehicles or
spotting the frequent drug dealers.
Evening/night
Speed cameras. More work to stop racing

222
221

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Jain life road
West Lane (entire lengrh)

220
219

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

30
30,20

218
217

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Fell lane
Oakworth Road from fell lane up to
Oakworth co op
Granby Drive
West Lane

30
30

Speed bumps
Mobile speed cameras. Static units and warning
signs will not achieve anything
All day
Speed bumps or camera
Mainly evening and
Cameras actually turned on. Even a speed
through night
camera van???
Evening and weekends Speed bumps
Afternoon,Also Evening,s Speed Cameras,Police Presence.

216

14/01/2022

Ingrow Lane

20

All day

215
214

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Parkwood Street
Selborne Grove

20
20

213

14/01/2022

Vale Mill Lane, Haworth (From
Longacres Estate to Lees Lane

30

212

14/01/2022

Skipton Road Utley

30

211

14/01/2022

20

210

14/01/2022

Redcliffe street keighley junction
with cartmel road
Hainworth Wood road

Nights Evening but you Speed cameras put up or speed bumps
still have them during the
day too
Evening
Speed cameras

30

Evening

30

Evening
0:00 - 23:59

A pavement for pedestrians as itâ€™s unsafe
&amp;amp; speed bumps. School children have
to walk up and down this road and itâ€™s an
accident waiting to happen. Currently there is
contractors repairing the walls on this road
because drivers have hit the wall through
speeding. What if a child would have been hit.
At the very least this road needs a pavement.
All day every day
Cameras and warning signs
no particular time
20 mph imit only recently introduced. No visible
effectfrom this. A couple of humps would help.
Weekends are the worst Not sure what can be done but would like to point
out the â€œwhen lights are flashing â€œ school
sign at top of Vale Mill Lane has no lights!!

Speed bumps

209

14/01/2022

Braithwaite edge road

30

All day every day

208

14/01/2022

Keighley road oakworth

30

Evenings boy races

207
206

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Skipton Road Utley Bd20 6dt
Nessfield road and Nessfield Drive

30
20,30

Evening
Mainly school times

205

14/01/2022

All day

204

14/01/2022

West Lane from car wash to top of 30
West Lane
PROVIDENCE LANE OAKWORTH 30

I would like to see speed bumps put in place and
have it changed to a 20mph zone. The road is far
too narrow for it to be a 30mph road with a blind
corner half way down the road.
All day you get people using it as a short cut to
get up to the tarn or have drug dealers flying up to
deal drugs at the top of the road.
Another thing that will limit the speed is to stop it
being a through road and make the road a cul de
sac. I know that speed bumps are on the
expensive side so this would be a more cost
effective way as people who live on the street do
not tend to speed.
Speed cameras as there is 4 on oakworth road
below Keighley road
Speed cameras
I would like the speed limit to be reduced to
20mph this is the only school in Keighley that is
not a 20mph zone and the road is narrow with a
90 degree turn. I would also like double yellow
lines around the 90 degree bend as parents park
around the corner and on the pavement forcing
children into the road on a blind corner where
people are speeding around.
Speed cameras

All the time

Speed cameras or community speed watch

203

14/01/2022

202
201

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Blackhill Lane from Redcar Tarn to 30
West Lane
Camborne way
30
Haworth road , flappit junction
40

200
199
198

14/01/2022
14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Barrows Lane Steeton
Bradford Road riddlesden
Highfield road

All day but worse at night Cameras and speed bumps
people raceing
Can be anytime
20 MPH introduced plus warning sign initially
Always
Speed cameras ,humps , police presence ,
speed trap anything to slow the road down
Evenings
Speed cameras
Evening
Speed cameras would be great
All day but worst in
Speed cameras warning.
evenings

20
40
20

197

14/01/2022

Whin knoll ave..

30

All the time .. rat run to
black hill

196

14/01/2022

Fell Lane.

30

195

14/01/2022

194

14/01/2022

193

14/01/2022

West lane from shann lane junction 30
down to north dean road
Coney Lane up to Southams Shop 30
Thawaites Brow. Longlee Lane and
past pArkwood. Very dangerous
bends speed should be much lower
than 30. People speeeding down
the hill. Very dangerous bend
approaching PArkwood.
Parson Street
30

Evening is worst but all
day
Evening but generally
most of the time
All day everyday

192

14/01/2022

191

All day

speed bumps or a narrowed part of road at three
places . But not to harm parking or driveways .
People speed up this road when we reverse off
our drive ways. Or even overtake. Please help
been asking for 20 years now
Speed cameras.
Speed camera
Reduce speed to 20 and definitely need a speed
camera.

Speed Cameras, extremely dangerous, drivers
racing day and night. Unable to let children out of
sight for a minute.
More traffic police or speed cameras

30

Evening after 7pm

14/01/2022

North Street between Sandywood
Street and Holker Street.
Calton Road, Long Lee BD21 4UR

30

School Rush hours Am
&amp;amp; Pm times

190
189

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Bradford Road Riddlesden
Ingrow lane, bd22 7bl area

30
20

After 19.00
Evening

188

14/01/2022

Exley Road

20

187

14/01/2022

West Lane

30

Usually when kids are
going to school and
coming home
Evenings, throughout the Police action
night

Speed Camera Vans From time to time it's a rat
run to the twinned then to Thwaites Village mums
race up and down because they are late to pick
up or drop of at school. Some are verbally
abusive
Police speed checks
Speed cameras and warning signs. Drivers speed
past not even stopping at the mini roundabout
onto bracken bank. Then panic when vehicles
come adjacent way causing near accidents.
Obviously next to a school. Not the way to drive
near any school.
Warning signs, cameras

186

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Bypass off airedale rd near
strongclose nursery school
long lee lane keighley

185

Week days school times Crossing of some sort, speed cameras
30

all hours

need more police to make sure that the seed limit
is enforced

184

14/01/2022

North Dean Road

30

Evening

183
182

14/01/2022
14/01/2022

Coranation way
West lane

20
30

All day long
All the timew

181

14/01/2022

Chaple Lane laycock

20

Afternoon evening

The kind of speed bumps that go from kerb to
kerb, like they have on Highfeild lane
Speed bumps
Whatever is necessary , but tougher
sentences/fines / vehicle confiscation/ for repeat
offenders.
To be honest it's a lot of antisocial people takeing
drugs and drinking up at the top of back Lane
then race down chaple Lane and the village of
laycock were the school is i have seen speeds
way over 70 mph in the village they don't care

180

14/01/2022

30

179

13/01/2022

Evening and nighttime,
weekend days and
nights
Afternoon

178

13/01/2022

Bogthorn, Oakworth Road from
Oakbank School to Oakworth
West Lane. Specifically near
guardhouse Road/ OLV school.
Broomhill area

177
176

13/01/2022
13/01/2022

Mill hey haworth
Bar house lane

30
30

175
174

13/01/2022
13/01/2022

Laycock Lane and Back Lane
Cartmel Road by the school

20
30

173

13/01/2022

Dunkirk rise and western avenue

172

13/01/2022

Low spring road just off the twines

30

171

13/01/2022

Parkwood street

20,30

30

All day every day

Fixed speeding cameras that operate 24/7
Speed camera or speed bumps at the least.

Speed bump
Speed limit signs
Prosecution for speeders
Evenings around 6-9pm Speed checks and cameras
Morning, afternoon, and Speed cameras, or anything that will slow people
any time in between
down.
Any time
Speed cameras
No exact time
Police patrol during school times. Also after 5
where there is drug related activities happening
Late afternoon and
Speed bumps may slow them down with all the
evening
cars parked and sometimes on the pavement the
bus drivers must hate driving up here
Morning and evening
Speed of road changed and bumps as its a fast
drag rat run
All the time but mostly
Speed bumps have just been put in but they don't
evenings weekends
slow down even at school times

170

13/01/2022

Barrows Lane. Whitley Head.

30

169

13/01/2022

168

13/01/2022

167

13/01/2022

From Moss Carr to Glen lee lane
30
and Harden Rd to long Lee lane,
down towards town and back up the
hill.
Lidget approaching roundabout by 20
school.
Town centre

166

13/01/2022

Glen Lee Lane

20

165

13/01/2022

Hainworth Wood road

30

164

13/01/2022

30

163

13/01/2022

162

13/01/2022

Long Lee Lane/Park Lane, Long
Lee
Fell Lane by Holme House Road
and further out on Holme House
Lane
Aldi

161

13/01/2022

160

13/01/2022

Morning. Teatime.
Evening

Anything to slow traffic and restrict the number of
cars, vans etc using what is essentially a country
lane. Many drivers are unwilling or indeed not
capable of reversing or otherwise manoeuvring in
order to pass another vehicle. The road is narrow
and bordered by stone walls and there are often
collisions, potentially there could be serious
accidents. In addition pedestrians are in danger of
being hit by traffic which does not slow down. The
edges of the road are also so littered with dead
leaves and in places by brambles and nettles that
pedestrians cannot walk safely at the edges.

People speed at all times Speed Cameras
on these section

Always

Cameras

All the time ! North street Cameras bumps ??
especially
All day
Any kind of measure to help reduce the level of
speeding on such a narrow lane, especially
HGV's which pose a serious threat.
All the time
More warning signs or more speed bumps around
spring bank rise on Hainworth wood road
Peak times
SID

30

Evenings and weekends Speed cameras or traffic calming (sleeping
policeman)

30

No

Staveley road

20

Woodhouse drive

30

Morning &amp;amp;
afternoon
All the time

I would like ro see filter arrows on the traffic lights
as you have cars turning right from aldi into cars
turning left from Cavendish Street. This is a
breach of traffic laws and the highway code
having two way traffic both turning into each other
Speed cameras
Big rubber speed bumps

159
158

13/01/2022
13/01/2022

Most roads in KEIGHLEY
West Shaw Lane, Oxenhope

40

All day
Consistently

157

13/01/2022

West Shaw Lane

40

All the time

156

13/01/2022

Shann Lane, BD20

30

155
154

13/01/2022
13/01/2022

Laycock Lane
Chapel Lane, Laycock

20
30

153

13/01/2022

Bogthorn

30

152

13/01/2022

30

151

13/01/2022

Arctic Street, from Skipton Rd to
Pattie St / Skipton Road
(Beechcliffe / Utley)
Back Lane and Laycock Lane

Morning and Evening
work times, but also at
almost any time as the
road has become a
&quot;Rat Run&quot;.
We also often see
teenagers on motorbikes
without helmets
behaving like hooligans.
All times
Speed cameras
All times
Reduce the speed limit to 20 miles per hour.
Speed cameras
All times of day and days Traffic calming measures.
of the week
10pm - 4am
Speed cameras on Skipton Road
Speed bumps on Arctic Street

full length.

20,30

Every day, all day and
late at night

More police presence
Speed limit of 40 is excessive given narrow road
and inability to see around bend you are coming
towards Oxenhope from Stanbury direction - limit
should be reduced to 20mph, with appropriate
signage and awareness for drivers.
Reduce the speed limit, slow signage on the
tarmac due to bad bends and very narrow (no
footpaths)
SID warning signs along with Police presence and
prosecutions, but NOT more speed bumps which
are very damaging to cars and tend to only slow
down the more responsible drivers.

Back Lane could be gated and Laycock Lane I
donâ€™t know what the answer would be as I
feel the speeding traffic would not take any notice
of either cameras or SIDs

150

13/01/2022

Laycock lane

20

149

13/01/2022

Corner of Oakworth road and
wheathead lane

30

148

13/01/2022

Shann Lane, particularly between
the two bends, and into West Way

30

147
146

13/01/2022
12/01/2022

Braithwaite avenue
Exley Rd

20
20

145
144

12/01/2022
12/01/2022

Shann lane
Laycock Lane

20

143

12/01/2022

West lane keighley

30

Early morning, and
evenings, but is often
during the day too
(delivery vans/taxis etc)

Do not want speed bumps, prefer average speed
camera from both ends of the village.
And closure of back lane so that cannot be use as
an alternative exit

Also a campaign to target &quot;professional
drivers&quot; to adhere to the speed limits (ie
people who's job it is to drive - taxis, delivery
drivers etc
Early hours of the
Speed cameras or speed bumps
morning
We have in the past had cars crash into our
house.
All day but 'boy racers'
For the council and police to actually act upon our
particularly noticeable
concerns before a child is knocked down or
late afternoon/early
someone is seriously injured in the frequent
evening and at any time collisions with walls etc and near misses with
at the weekend
other vehicles. There are supposed to be plans
for traffic calming measures (not speed bumps
please) but they are not realistic and appear to be
dependent on housing developers... we've been
waiting several years! I've spoken to the police,
Bradford highways (email), our local MP, but to no
avail. Our neighbourhood watch even volunteered
to use speed watch instruments but there were no
police available to support us! A frequent
presence is required at different times of the day
to monitor and apprehend those who drive at
excessive speeds thinking they can get away with
it because it is a road on the edge of town and it
isn't monitored in any way.
All day
Speed camera. 20mph signs to remind people
Afternoon into late
LTN speed cameras speed ramps police
Evening
enforcement
No
Speed ramps
Early evening. Especially Speed cameras
weekends
All day
Speed camera

142

12/01/2022

Laycock Lane &amp;amp; back
Lane laycock

20

All day

141

12/01/2022

Laycock

20

All times

140

12/01/2022

Back lane, extension of Chapel
Lane bd22 0ph

30

139
138

12/01/2022
12/01/2022

Laycock Lane
Lawkholme lane and environs

20
20,30

137

12/01/2022

Laycock Lane

20

136

12/01/2022

Laycock Lane

20

135

12/01/2022

Back Lane, Laycock

20

134

12/01/2022

Whin knoll Avenue

30

133

12/01/2022

Laycock Lane, through laycock

20

Speed camera
Speed bumps

Average speeds cameras before somebody is
killed,daytime speeds are 30-50mph whilst night
times double this.
All times, more common Speed cameras, warning signs, road closure to
evenings, weekends ,
through traffic.
holidays
School times
Speed camera
Constantly!
Speed bumps already in place with little effect.
Cameras might help?
Parking is also a huge issue - now McDonalds do
deliveries, drivers park right up to the junction
which is already tricky to get round.
Cars often double park or illegally park blocking
access.
Cars park by crossing patrol personâ€™s patrol
area causing risks to children crossing to get
to/from school.
Cars with loud exhausts are often heard speeding
up and down particularly late pm and into the
evening.
Any time of day or night. Speed cameras. Closing off back lane, except for
Main problem times are access eg. Farmers, emergency vehicles.
rush hours, school drop
off and pick up and
speeding/racing cars at
night.
Can be any time of day. Cameras followed by effective punishment those
Not usually when school caught speeding.
run is on
Evening and night
Block off Back Lane to traffic - accessible by farm
vehicles and pedestrians only
All day every day
Speed limit should be 20mph continuing from
highfield lane and speed bumps on the Avenue
too or a speed camera.
All the time
Speed cameras, more warning signs.
Speeders cars crushed like flytippers.

132

12/01/2022

Shann Lane, Keighley

30

Mornings and afternoons- Installation of the planned speed restricting
going home times for
Islands &amp;amp; Speed humps
schools &amp;amp; work

131

12/01/2022

Shann Lane

30

130

12/01/2022

30

129

12/01/2022

Oakworth Road at junction of Tim
Lane and Mount View
Ingrow lane

128
127
126
125
124

12/01/2022
12/01/2022
12/01/2022
12/01/2022
12/01/2022

Fell Lane
Glen Lee Lane
fell lane
fell lane
Alice street

30
20
30
30
30

All day but especially at
night
Sever blind corner and
cars speed down.
Evening's speed
cameras
Evenings and nights
Anytime of the day
evenings
mainly evening
Throughtout the day

123

12/01/2022

Whin Knoll Avenue

30

20

13:00 to 03:00 is the
most common time
period

People seem to think the road is a 40. Better /
more clear signage would be helpful
Warning sign and Blind spot road mirror to
Improve visibility.

Speed cameras
speed cameras
speed cameras
Speed cameras and a crossing outside or near
central hall
Tabled speed calming or camera's

122

12/01/2022

Dalton Lane

30

All times of the day.
Evenings and night-times
on weekends can prove
particularly bad - can be
like a race track with very
high speeds.

Issues with Dalton Lane are multi-faceted:
â€¢ High speeds of many vehicles along the
length of Dalton Lane from Keighley College all
the way to Wenning Street at all times of the day.
â€¢ Many dangerous overtaking of vehicles
turning into junctions by other vehicles.
Parked vehicles blocking views down the road
and creating obstuctions to other vehicles and
pedestrians add to the hazards created by
speeding vehicles.
In particular:
â€¢ Parked vehicles on the opposite side of the
road to the junctions with Riverside and Dalton
Lane, and Worth Bridge Road and Dalton Lane.
â€¢ Many parked vehicles belonging to a local
garages awaiting servicing, repair or restoration
adjacent to Worth Bridge Road.
â€¢ Parked vehicles parked close to De Cafe.
Many perform U-turns in front of traffic.
â€¢ Vehicles turning in and out of the junctions of
Park Terrace, Brewery Street, Frederick Street,
and Chatsworth Street.
â€¢ Vehicles turning in and out of the Dalton Mill
complex.

121

12/01/2022

Westburn Avenue, and Nessfield
Drive

30

120

12/01/2022

Greenhead Lane

20

119

12/01/2022

Bradford Old Road,Sandbeds to
Keighley,this Kly East ward.

40

Solutions
â€¢ Fixed speed cameras at the junctions
mentioned
above.
I think 20 mph
limit, and some big speed bumps

All times of day, and
especially at school time like they have just put in at Ingrow Lane across
the whole road would force people to slow down,
nothing else would work.
All day but particularly at Speed cameras
peak times
There are schools within the local area hence
20mph speed limits but very few drivers observe
the limit
Anytime,but early
Speed cameras,speed watch group, police
evening till late.
presence etc.

118

12/01/2022

North street

30

117

12/01/2022

All times of all days

116
115

12/01/2022
12/01/2022

Bradford Road between Riddlesden 30
Hall and roundabout near
B&amp;amp;Q retail park
Oakworth Road through Oakworth 30
Oakworth Rd, Bogthorn
30

114

12/01/2022

Riddlesden - Granby Lane - Banks
Lane - Ilkley Road

Most of the time

113

12/01/2022

West lane, High Street &amp;amp; 30
North Street

All day

112
111

12/01/2022
12/01/2022

Evening
Afternoon/evening

110

12/01/2022

North st
West lane between guardhouse
30
road and whin knoll , also Highfield
road
West lane
30

109

12/01/2022

Staion road/Park avenue

No

30

20

Friday afternoon and
Saturday afternoon

Evenings
All day but increasingly
bad at night

All the time

Speed cameras , cameras on traffic lights as cars
switch lanes and speed up to get infront of other
vehicles . Also drivers on North street drive
through the traffic lights on red . Itâ€™s a relief to
get to cliffe castle on a Friday pm whilst driving
home as cars come out from all adjacent roads ,
itâ€™s chaos . We need police patrol vehicles on
the main roads in kly town centre .
Speed cameras. There are already electronic
speed signs
Speed cameras
Speed cameras, permanent &amp;amp; mobile
as deterrent plus where there are already speed
cameras further down, for these to be active
I have already requested to highways (last year)
that these roads become 20mph zones but had
no response.
There are a lot of parked cars and tight bends.
Need to stop people driving so fast as it's
dangerous to other drivers, pedestrians and
animals. Cats, birds and hedgehogs are often run
over and people take their lives in their hands
walking along these roads.
Speed cameras, bumps throughout the centre
and an actual police presence would be good. So
many near misses all the time and very little
seems to get done about it. Certain drivers are
quite literally treating Keighley as a race course,
driving with no regard for other road users and
creating an immediate danger to pedestrians on a
daily basis.
Speed cameras
Someone to take action , cameras in place in
West lane and are ignored
Speed cameras, mobile speed cameras. More
signs anything to get people to slow down
Ramps /camera

108
107
106

12/01/2022
11/01/2022
11/01/2022

Prospect mount
Lidget
From Oak bank school all tge way
through oakworth

30
20
20,30

105

11/01/2022

Fell Lane. From bottom all the way
through to Newholme

30

104
103

11/01/2022
11/01/2022

Oakworth Road
Long Lee Lane

30
30

102

11/01/2022

Fell Lane/Oakworth Road area

101
100
99

10/01/2022
10/01/2022
10/01/2022

Keighley Road, Bogthorn
Providence Lane
Goose Cote Lane

98

10/01/2022

Low Bank Lane BD22 7PJ

97

10/01/2022

Oakworth Road the part near
Westburn Avenue specifically

30

96

10/01/2022

Westburn Avenue BD22 6LF

30

30
30
30

Evening
All the time
All times of the day. I
have been overtaken 5
times in the past week
while sticking to speed
limit
Any time of day

Speed bunps
Speed cameras

Speed cameras, some kind of warning about
pedestrians on the back road. National speed limit
on there and in icy/rainy conditions people
continue to do this speed which is scary when
walking on there with our dog and baby in his
pram
All the time
Police speeds traps. Unmarked vehicles
All the time
It's not just the speeding, it's the really loud
exhausts from these cars. Sometimes you can
hear them before they even get into long Lee! At
4am it's just not acceptable. Patrols would be
good and maybe a confidential dob in a loud or
speeding car webpage.
Evening and later in to
Speed cameras ending with fines etc ....traffic
the night
calming measures.....I live up from old Bradshaw
school site and most nights it's so noisy they can
be heard over the TV. It's so loud it sounds like a
race track only a matter of time before somebody
is hurt or there's a fatal accident
All times of the day
Speed cameras and speed bumps
Evening and weekends Install speed cameras
All day
SID warnings
Central islands or road narrowing /priority lane
access
Any time day or night but Anything to stop people driving too fast such as
worse during darkness cameras
Evening, always really
Speed cameras are there but I am not sure they
late about 10pm to 12pm work
and it sounds like cars
racing.
Day and night
Speed bumps. 20mph limit. Mobile speed
cameras. Traffic calming island.

95

10/01/2022

Bogthorn (Keighley Road )

30

94
93

10/01/2022
10/01/2022

Harewood Road
Westburn avenue

30
30

92

10/01/2022

91
90

10/01/2022
10/01/2022

Lidget, Colne Road , Station Road, 20
Oakworth
Oakworth road near bogthorn
30
Wheathead Lane
30

89

10/01/2022

Station Road Oakworth

20

88

10/01/2022

Station road, BD22

20,30

87

10/01/2022

Keighley road

30

86

10/01/2022

Long Lee Lane leading uphill to
junction with Harden Rd, postcode
area BD21 4RS.

30

Evenings particularly but Speed Cameras. There are 5 speed cameras
most of the day
between town and Exlwy Head , but none after
that into Oakworth which makes the road into a
racetrack. Occasional mobile speed camera may
help too.The section of road has had 3 serious
accidents in a 4 day period leading up to
Christmas one of which had a fatality.
All day and night
Cameras speed watch
Mostly evening weekend High Speed humps the ones that go full width of
days and evenings
the road and high enough to slow vehicles diw
considerably.
All day
Speed cameras.
Anytime of day
Various times day and
night
Mornings, afternoons,
evenings, night
Evenings &amp;amp;
During the night
Evenings &amp;amp;
During the night

anytime but mostly late
afternoon onwards

Speed cameras
Speed cameras or speed bumps
Speed bumps or cameras
Speed cameras and ramps installed.
Speed cameras &amp;amp; ramps situated
toward Oakworth.
There were three collisions in Dec 21 alone, one
involved a fatality and the other a multi car pileup.
reduce speed limit to 20.
speed detection device - to replace warning
speed light does not appear to have much impactto be sited lower down road in order to be
effective
I have raised concerns about safety at this
junction previously. car drivers do not seem to
slow down enough . It is even more dangerus now
that there is more roadside parking near the
junction.

85

10/01/2022

PARK AVENUE/STATION ROAD
OAKWORTH

All the time

We have 20 mph signs...they are ignored. Speed
bumps would sliw the cars down. There is a
school and the Co-op at the top of the road and
cars are constantly going at ridiculous speeds.
Speed camera
More of a deterent as the signs don't work! Speed
humps going down the left carriageway or
cameras.
There is a school at the top of this street with
many parents parking right down station road,
and I have witnessed on dozens of occasions
children nearly get run over by speeding drivers.
20 mph limit on this stretch of road
Speed cameras

84
83

10/01/2022
10/01/2022

Fell Lane to prospect mount
Station road

30
20

All day
All times day and night

82
81

10/01/2022
10/01/2022

Oakworth Social club to Lidget
Lidget, Oakworth

30
20

80

10/01/2022

Dawson Road

Rush hour 5 to 7 pm
Middle of day and night
are the worst times when
less busy but basically
any opportunity is taken
All the timr
It to stop
It's like a race track

79

10/01/2022

Hainworth lane

30

Rush hour traffic it
Speed bumps from Halifax road up to
worsens but generally
approaching / joining the cobbled road.
most cars using the road
as it is used as a short
cut to get away from
traffic they seem to think
its a necessity to drive
faster.

78

10/01/2022

Keighley Road- running parallel with 30
bronte drive (scene of the of the
early morning crash 3:30&amp;gt;

77

10/01/2022

Fell Lane

30

76

10/01/2022

Main road through Oakworth

20

75

10/01/2022

Ingrow lane

20

74

10/01/2022

Mytholmes Lane/ providence lane

30

All the time

I live on Woodview - I emailed Robbie Moore late
October regarding speed of vehicles outside my
cottage and that someone will end up getting
killed. On the 14th December this happened, An
80 years old man was knocked down crossing the
road to post his Christmas cards. I've have
already had a meeting with Robbie Moore Councillor Walker - concerned residents about
the speed of vehicles. Mr Moore has wrote to
Kersten England Chief Executive of Bradford
Council &amp;amp; Simon D'Vali Principal
Engineer to request a meeting to request a
meeting on stie (Woodview /Keighley Road) to
discuss what measures can be taken to prevent
or limit speeding.
Evenings mostly but
Speed Camera. The idiots that drive at speed up
going up past Fredâ€™s here are not concerned by warning signs or
shop can be any time
humps.
during the day.
all day
Flashing speed limit signs and certainly more
visible signs.
Mobile speed camera on a regular basis
Most the time but mostly Speed ramps as speeding limit has not made any
evenings
difference.
All times of the day
Speed cameras

73

10/01/2022

Colne road oakworth

20

Constantly . Once drivers
have navigated The
corner by Providence
lane it becomes a
section of straight road
and they accelerate to
the next corner by the
Church . The pavements
is narrow in places and
sue to social distancing
pedestrians are forced
into the road to allow
each other to pass . This
is creating a hazard
when drivers are
speeding . Crossing the
road at any pint on that
stretch is very risky .
Itâ€™s the main route to
school from the top of
the village and many
parents with young
children and prams are
seen trying to navigate
the pavements and cross
the road .and

SID signs would be a good start .
Iâ€™d also like to see if the two people in the
village with really loud exhausts who speed up
and down could be warned or caught speeding .

72

10/01/2022

North street

30

10pm-5am worse thurs
fri saturday, particularly
when nightclub open on
end of street

71
70

10/01/2022
10/01/2022

30
30

Evening
Evening, early hours of
the morning, weekends

69
68

10/01/2022
09/01/2022

Westburn ave
Bogthorn area, Oakworth Road
between ingrow lane and goose
cote lane
Exley road
Mackingstone Lane, Cure Hill, Slack
Lane, Slaymaker Lane.

Any deterrent, it is the same cars and a
motorcycle week in week out, skid marks have
been on road a few times from slamming breaks
on at speed only a matter of time before a crash
or pedestrian hit
Speed bumps
Speed cameras or speed bumps

20
30

8-9 , 3, 5-6:30
24-Jul

Bumps
Cameras, more warning signs. Very busy with
walkers, lots of accidents and near misses.

67

09/01/2022

Keighley rd , Bogthorn

30

66

09/01/2022

20

65

09/01/2022

Exley road from the top to the
bottom
Exley road

All times of the day but
particularly in the
evening
Evening

20

Typical rush hours

64

09/01/2022

Wheathead Drive

30

63
62
61

09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Fell lane
Nessfield Drive
Station Road

30

60
59
58

09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022

South Street
30
Nessfield Drive, Keighley
Mackinstone lane, and cure hill and
Slaymaker lane Oakworth

20,30

Speed calming ( speed bumps)
Sleeping police men

Warning signs, road markings and speed
reduction methods I.e. road narrowing or road
humps
All day and all night
Speed bumps - itâ€™s like a race track and a lot
of elderly people live here.
All day
Speed camera
Any time through the day Police presence
All day every day
SID warning. Speed bumps
Late evening/night
Any time
7.30am to 7.00pm
Monday to Saturday and
11.am to 5pm Sunday's

Anything
Speed cameras and more police presence
Currently, Slaymaker lane, slack lane,
Mackinstone lane, and cure hill Oakworth, are
used as rat runs by many drivers trying to avoid
Oakworth road traffic congestions and speed
cameras. I live at the junction of the 4 lanes
mentioned. Over the years I have had to call
emergency services to 5 different serious car
crashes at the junction. On 3 of those occasions,
a vehicle has hit my house, missing the gas pipes
by inches. i would like to request that rumble
strips or speed humps be used near Slack chapel,
on mackinstone lane, and Reduce the 30mph
signage to 20MPH speed limit from Slack chapel
Mackinstone lane Oakworth, continuing past the
cottages on the left at the junction, to cure hill
towards oakworth village. Also reduce the current
60mph speed limit along Slaymaker lane
oakworth, to 20mph towards the junction and
across towards slack lane. any reduction of speed
would be welcomed by my family, and the many
walkers, sightseers, horse riders, and residents of
this particular area.

57

09/01/2022

Providence Lane particularly the
section towards the bottom of the
hill along Hebble Row

30

56

09/01/2022

55
54

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Goose Cote Lane next to Bracken 30
Bank Avenue
Oakworth Road and Exley Mount
20
Wheathead Lane between junction 30
with Oakworth Road and
Wheathead Drive and Oakworth
Road from last speed camera by
Sunny Hill Grove up towards
Keighley Road and Beyond

53
52
51

09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Fell Lane
Fell lane, near Fred's Shop
Bogthorn to Oakworth.

50

09/01/2022

49
48

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Bradford Road Granby Lane
onwards towards Bingley
Fell lane
Harehills Lane, Oldfield Keighley

30
30
40
30

All day but in the evening Reduce the width of the road outside the houses
and night we hear cars to single lane, with reduced speed limit of 20mph
at the fastest speeds
and directional priority and provide a pedestrian
crossing. Crossing the road near the houses is
difficult.
All day
Speed bumps
Evenings / nights
Evenings mainly

Evening
Evening
Early evening till
morning. Speed
After 9.00pm
Morning and evening
Morning, afternoon,
evening

Speed cameras , speed bumps .
I do not agree with traffic calming measures such
as speed cameras, bumps or signs because they
only penalise the majority of the law abiding
drivers who use these stretches of road for the
rest of the time. Plus I'm not sure how much of a
deterrent they would be, potentially a waste of tax
payers money that could be better spent
elsewhere and they'd just move the problem
elsewhere. I would like to see the route of the
problem tackled - deal with the drivers who are
speeding and breaking the law, putting people in
danger. It's not clear to me why these drivers are
using these routes to speed on at the times that
they do. Do something about the drivers and/or
their cars!
20
Speed cameras.
Speed cameras and more of a Police presence
around the town in general.
Speed cameras and police presence
Sid warning signs
Speed cameras, lower the speed as currently
60mph and alot of vehicles go faster, I live local
and on foot its dangerous, and horse back even
worse and can't walk,
Something has to be done on this stretch of road..
So Many accidents!! Certain points are narrow,
blind it's absolutely dangerous..

47

09/01/2022

Providence Lane, Oakworth

30

Certainly evenings and
weekends. Iâ€™m at
work in the daytime so
canâ€™t comment about
daytime.

46

09/01/2022

30

Any time

45

09/01/2022

Keighley Road between Oakbank
&amp;amp; Oakworth
Westburn Avenue

30

Late afternoon/evening

44

09/01/2022

Colne road Oakworth

20

43

09/01/2022

Goose Eye

We already have the boards that light up tell you
the speed limit if your going over it. They are next
to useless.
Speed cameras down between Hebble Row and
Providence Crescent would hopefully help. Our
parked car was destroyed by a car being driven
up Providence Lane at 75mph on the wrong side
of the road which then hit an oncoming car as it
spun up the hill.
Another alternative would be speed reduction
bumps or chicanes along the road to make traffic
slow down.
Cameras, traffic lights

Reluctantly speed bumps. Sadly think this is the
only way to reduce their speed!
Afternoon, evenings
SID warning light, roundabout at the top of
Providence Lane
Most of the day. Evening Traffic calming measures such as speed bumps
and nights more so
in road, however this may affect the very popular
tour de Yorkshire cycle event that used to happen
every year.

42

09/01/2022

Oakworth Road

30

Night

41
40

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

camborme way
Westburn Avenue

30
30

39

09/01/2022

Westburn Avenue

20

38

09/01/2022

Bracken bank crescent

20

evenning
Evening and weekends
mainly.
Afternoon and evening
all week
All different times

There is no pavement on either side outside the
Turkey Inn, itâ€™s a blind corner if travelling
towards Laycock, and there is just about room for
two cars to pass. As a Goose Eye resident I
always fear for me and my family walking through
the village due to the levels and often speeds of
the traffic.
Speed cameras in Bronte area. Police patrols the
length of Oakworth Road
speed bumps
Speed cameras
Speed cameras
Residents only

37

09/01/2022

Lidget, Oakworth

20

36
35

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Keighley Road, Bogthorn
Whin knoll ave

30
30

34

09/01/2022

Colne road and Provenance lane

20,30

33

09/01/2022

Wheathead Lane

20

32

09/01/2022

30

31

09/01/2022

Grafting Road/Upper Hird
Street/Broomhill Avenue
Oakworth road bogthorn

At all times of day and
night
Mainly evenings

30

All day

30

09/01/2022

Camborne way,Keighley

29
28
27

09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Wheathead Lane
Wheathead lane
Fell Lane - especially from
Fredâ€™s to high fell rise

30
30
20

26

09/01/2022

Lidget, Oakworth

20

25
24

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Wheathead Lane
Westburn Avenue

30
30

23
22

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Westfell road
Oakworth road/bogthorn

30
30

School drop off and pick
up times are a particular
problem, but speeding
often occurs when the
road is quieter.
All day every day
After 5 and weekends
but busses have been
know to speed down too
All day, ever day

Speed cameras in both directions

Speed bumps to physically slow drivers down
Whatever works be it bumps or some other
calming traffic solution
Traffic calming, speed cameras and the 20 miles
per hour down to 15 and extend as far as possible
on all roads around Oakworth.
Speed cameras
Speed cameras more police stops

Speed cameras, there has been several
accidents in which there were two in one week
where a pedestrian was killed,
All day and night
Bumps. You were told this would happen if those
houses were built. Its dangerous
All the time
Speed humps
No
Speed bumps
All the time - itâ€™s a a Speed cameras and traffic calming measures.
joke
Please deal with all traffic issues I. Keighley speeding parking complete ignoring of road rules
and traffic regs - absolute joke
Most of the time but can Large Speed bumps it's going to be the only way
get really bad after 7pm to slow people down, the 20mph speed limit is a
joke no enforcers it and even the bus's ignore it.
I've been a resident of Lidget for 30 years and it's
now 1 of the reasons I'm selling my house.
Evening
Speed humps
Evenings and nights
Speed cameras, Speed monitoring, speed bumps
- anything to assist really
Evenings and weekends Chicane,
Eve/night
Speed camera

21
20
19
18

09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Queens Road Keighley
Wheathead lane
Westburn avenue
Out side lees Primary School
,Crossroads

20
30
30
30

17

09/01/2022

All times

16

09/01/2022

Every evening

Speed cameras or speed humps

15

09/01/2022

Halifax Rd between the Crossroads 30
pub and sudgen end tip. in the
direction toward the tip.
Lidget and through the village
20
oakworth
Holme House Lane between
40
Mackinstone Lane and Fell Lane

police presence
Speed bumps
Speed to be reduced to 20 and speed bumps
Speed camera. Note this location has a history
of crashes and pedestrians been run over.
Indeed not so long ago a teacher from the school
was run over.
Road safety camera van.

Evening and weekends

14

09/01/2022

Providence Lane Oakworth

30

All day every day!

13
12

09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Station Road Oakworth
Oakworth Toad

20
30

All day and night
12 am to 4am

11

09/01/2022

Oakworth Road and Keighley Road. 30

Every day and All day.

10

09/01/2022

Providence Lane Oakworth

Morning and evening

Although it is a national speed limit road along its
length, the road conditions are not suitable for
such high speeds at all sections. I feel that there
should be reduced speed limits on some sections
and signage to indicate concealed entrances.
Speed cameras. We already have a flashing sign
thing but itâ€™s just ignored!
Road humps across width of road
Use of mobile speed cameras when the speeding
occurs and not during the day when law abiding
motorists are used as a cash cow for increasing
council and government revenue
Speed cameras up the entirety of Oakworth
Road. All the way from Wheathead Lane to
Oakworth Village.
Currently at the moment there are flashing speed
limits, these should be replaced with speed
cameras as no one takes any notice of these
anymore

30

after 11 pm to 4 am
All the time
All day especially after 6
All times

9

09/01/2022

Ebor Lane

No particular time

8

09/01/2022

Keighley rd

30

7

09/01/2022

Station Road, Oakworth

20

6

09/01/2022

Holme House Lane

40

5

09/01/2022

30

4
3
2

09/01/2022
09/01/2022
09/01/2022

Westburn Avenue by Nessfield
School
Providence lane
Lidget, Oakworth
Lidget Oakworth BD22

1

09/01/2022

Bogthorn between Ingrow Lane /
Oakworth

30

30
20
20

The road is very narrow and as it is a short cut it
has a high volume of cars going in both
directions. Now there is the new Skipton
properties estate the volume has even further
increased. Cars speed round the narrow bendy
road. As well as cars it has a lot of walkers, which
is surprising due to the dangerous nature of the
road. I really think that the road should be made
one way, this would reduce the volume of cars
(will only be used as a short cut one way) and will
make it much safer for pedestrians.
All the time day and night Speed cameras applied from Exley head all way
to top of providence lane. Also slow / stop sign
painted on the mini roundabout at the bottom of
lidget / top of station road in oakworth
All the time but
Mobile speed cameras or SID that works all the
particularly dangerous at time
school times when cars
park both sides meaning
it's only a single track.
All day as its used as a SID or cameras
rat run link to and from
oakworth
School times and
Bumps
evening
No
Constant
Speed camera
Day and Night, school
Speed bumps all the way
time is horrendous, too
little late is our fear
Morning and Evening
Speed Cameras

REPORT FROM: ASSISTANT TOWN CLERK
TO: WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
DATE: 5 SEPTEMBER 2022
Report Author: Pip Gibson
Tel No: 01535 872126
Email: joe.cooney@keighley.gov.uk

PROGRESS REPORT ON DECISIONS TAKEN AT THE
WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE MEETING
DATED 6 JUNE 2022

Item
No
1.

Committee Decision

Update

009/2022 (WT) CCTV

Item on the Agenda.

Members deferred the decision to allocate £6,000
funding for the maintenance of all CCTV cameras
in 22/23 to the next meeting.
2.

010/2022 (WT) Speeding Action Plan

3.

That the timescale for completion to increase the
number of SIDs be amended to December 2022
010/2022 (WT) Speeding Action Plan
Update on the Agenda.

4.

Members gave delegated authority for the
Assistant Town Clerk to work in partnership with
Bradford Road Safety team to develop a road
safety campaign.
011/2022 (WT) Grit Bin
Members chose to adopt the two grit bins at
Enfield Street/ Belgrave Road and Devonshire
Street by the old phone box, if they are in good
order.
1

Speeding Action Plan
amended.

Both bins have been
adopted.

5.

6.

7.

011/2022 (WT) Grit Bin

Grit bin will be moved to the
new location at the first fill,
Members asked that the grit bin be moved from Winter 2022/23.
Woodville Road to the bottom of View Road.
011/2022 (WT) Grit Bin
Site does not meet the
criteria of the Grit Bin Policy.
Members asked that a new grit bin be placed at
Belgrave Road by the park gates if it meets with
the criteria of the Grit Bin Policy.
013/2022 (WT) Future Items
All items are on the Agenda.
•
•
•

Grit Bins
Speeding at Fell Lane & Westburn
BMDC Highways Report as a standard
item on the agenda items for future
meetings.
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KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Item 11

REPORT TO THE WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

REPORT
AUTHOR

Responsible Financial Officer (RFO)
Peter Clarke

EMAIL

peter.clarke@keighley.gov.uk

Date

Wednesday 5 September 2022

SUBJECT

Qtr 2 Finance Position Statement for 2022-23

PURPOSE:
1.

This report provides Members with an update on the financial position of the Watch
& Transport Committee for 2022-23. It outlines the revenue budget and financial
position based on information at the end of August 2022.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
2.

That the report is noted.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
3.

The report is to update the Committee.

INTRODUCTION:
4.

This report is the first monitoring report presented to Members of the Watch &
Transport Committee on the Committee’s 2022-23 budget. It provides the forecast
revenue and capital financial position of the Committee at the 31st March 2023.

5.

This report gives details of expenditure by budget heading and makes note of
significant variances.

EARMARKED RESERVES:
6.

The Council has allocated the following Earmarked which fall under the remit of
the Watch & Transport Committee. The Committee is able to draw down on these
Earmarked Reserves for the purposes specified.

7.

The Earmarked Reserves are as follows:

CCTV Devonshire Park
CCTV Long Lee
CCTV Mobile
Total Cost

8.

Total Ear.
Reserve
£000
7
6
6
19

Total Draw
Down
£000
-

Remaining
Amount
£000
7
6
6
19

The above reserves will remain until the amount is drawn down or the Council
resolves to return the reserve to the General Fund.

BUDGET:
9.

The total budget for the committee is £21k.

10.

Since the 1st April 2022 the committee has spent none of that budget.

11.

The committee has also committed to £4k worth of expenditure with regards to the
grit bin maintenance contract.

12.

The committee’s remaining revenue budget is £17k.

Yearly Grit
10 New Grit Bins
Grit Bin Maintenance Contract
New Speed Indicator Device
SID Maintenance
Speeding Action Plan
Boundary Signs Maintenance
Additional Mobile CCTV
Total Cost

TOWN PLAN IMPLICATIONS:
13.

N/A.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
14.

N/A.

COMMUNITY IMPACT:
15.

N/A.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
16.

N/A.

Total Budget
£000
2
1
4
3
2
3
6
21

Total Spent
£000
-

Remaining
£000
2
1
4
3
2
3
6
21

DETAILS OF CONSULTATION:
17.

N/A

APPENDICES:
18.

N/A.

BACKGROUND PAPERS:
19.

N/A.

FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: Peter Clarke,
peter.clarke@keighley.gov.uk, 01535 872126

This page is intentionally left blank

KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Item 12

REPORT TO WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

REPORT
AUTHOR

Assistant Town Clerk
Pip Gibson

EMAIL
Date

pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk
Monday 5 Sept 2022

SUBJECT

CCTV Update

PURPOSE:
1.

To update members on the latest progress for the provision of a permanent
CCTV camera at Long Lee.

2.

To update members of progress with the Mobile CCTV Scheme.

3.

To update members of progress with the Devonshire Park CCTV.

RECOMMENDATION(s):
4.

Members note the update on the Long Lee CCTV.

5.

Members note the update on the Mobile CCTV Scheme.

6.

Members note the update on the Devonshire Park CCTV.

7.

Members re-allocate the £6,000 funding for the continuation of the mobile camera
project to the “maintenance of all CCTV” in the budget for 22/23.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
8.

To provide oversight of the Council’s CCTV projects.

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS:
Long Lee CCTV Camera
9.

In the previous financial year, the committee allocated £6,000 towards a permanent
camera being sited on Long Lee Lane. This amount has been earmarked across
for the financial year 22/23.

1

10.

The camera has been installed at Long Lee and is monitored by Bradford Council.
The Council has been verbally informed that the cost of the camera, its installation
and monitoring will now be at Bradford Council’s expense. However, any
maintenance, repair or upgrade of the camera would be at the Town Council’s
expense.

11.

At the time of writing, a formal Service Level Agreement has not been received
from Bradford Council.

Mobile CCTV Scheme
12.

The second part of the committee’s CCTV project was the creation of a Mobile
CCTV Scheme that could be used to erect temporary CCTV in hotspot areas for
Anti-Social behaviour, fly-tipping etc.

13.

The previous Committee allocated £6,000 in the 22/23 budget for the
“continuation of the mobile camera project if it was set up in 2021/22”.

14.

To date no further communication regarding the Mobile CCTV request has been
received.

15.

The Town Council received a verbal update advising that Bradford were engaged
in setting up provision of its own mobile camera for the Keighley constituency.

Devonshire Park
16.

At its meeting on 7 March 2022, the Committee gave delegated authority to the
Assistant Town Clerk/CDO to request that an amount for a CCTV camera for
Devonshire Park be ear marked to the 2022/23 budget from the 2021/22 budget.

17.

£7,000 was earmarked across from the 21/22 budget to 22/23 budget for the
installation of a CCTV camera at Devonshire Park.

18.

The Chair and Vice-Chair held a site visit at Devonshire Park with the CCTV
Control Room Manager from Bradford Council to look at issues relating to power
and lighting.

19.

It was agreed that the Officer would attend this Committee meeting to discuss
options and viability of installing the camera at Devonshire Park.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND BUDGET PROVISION:
20.

A total of £19,000 has been earmarked into the committee budget for 2022/23 to
deliver the CCTV schemes.

TOWN PLAN IMPLICATIONS:
21.

Meets the Town Plan Key Objectives: CP016

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
22.

N/A.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
23.

N/A.

DETAILS OF CONSULTATION:
24.

N/A.

BACKGROUND PAPERS:
25.

N/A

FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: Pip Gibson, pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk,
01535 872126
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KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Item 13

REPORT TO WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

REPORT
AUTHOR

Pip Gibson
Assistant Town Clerk/CDO

EMAIL
Date

pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk
Monday 5 September 2022

SUBJECT

Grit Bin Report

PURPOSE
1.

To effectively manage the Town Council’s grit bin provision.

RECOMMENDATION(s):
2.

Members approve the updated contract with the current supplier.

3.

Members give the Assistant Town Clerk the delegated authority to allocate
spend of up to £8,000 from the Watch & Transport budget on the grit bin
contract, grit and grit bin purchases.

4.

Members note the updates on the allocation of grit bins across the Parish.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
5.

To effectively manage the Town Council’s grit bin provision.

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS:
6.

The contract, Appendix A, quotes £2,490 for 3 x grit bin refills across the
Winter period 2022/23. This is based on 95 grit bins per fill.

7.

Ad hoc refills would incur an additional charge of £40 per fill. An ad-hoc fill
would occur inbetween main refills at residents request.

8.

The cost for 20 tonnes of grit is £1282. The estimate for 3 x 95 grit bin fills
would be approx. 60 tonnes of grit. Total cost £3,846. The Council has 4
tonnes of grit in storage.
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9.

There are 5 grit bins in storage. The cost of a new grit bin is approximately
£100.

10.

Appendix A shows the location of grit bins across the Parish.

11.

The grit bin at Woodville Road will be moved to the bottom of View Road
when the first refill occurs, as per Members decision at the last meeting.

12.

Members asked that a new grit bin be placed at Belgrave Road by the
park if it met with the criteria of the Grit Bin Policy. Unfortunately, that site
did not meet with the Policy.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND BUDGET PROVISION:
13.

The cost of the contract and purchase of grit/grit bins would be met from
the Watch & Transport budget.

TOWN PLAN IMPLICATIONS:
14.

Meets with Town Plan Key Objectives: CP016 & DLE017

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
15.

N/A

POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
16.

N/A

DETAILS OF CONSULTATION:
17.

N/A

BACKGROUND PAPERS:
18.
19.

Appendix A – Grit Bin Contract 2022-2023
Appendix A – Grit Bin Locations

FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: Pip Gibson,
pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk, 01535 872101
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES

THIS AGREEMENT is made on ------------------AND IS MADE BETWEEN:
Keighley Town Council whose registered office is at Civic Centre, North Street, Keighley, BD21 3RZ
(‘the Council’); and
Steve Thorpe & Son Gardening Ltd of 50 Prince Street, Haworth, BD22 8JD (‘the Contractor’)
1.

Definitions
In this Agreement the following terms and phrases shall have the following meaning unless
the context requires otherwise:
Commencement Date

1st November 2022

Services

The services to be performed by the Contractor during his or
her appointment hereunder as set out in the Schedule to this
Agreement, such services to be provided using reasonable skill
and care

Termination Date

The date on which the Contractor’s appointment hereunder is
terminated

Data Protection Legislation Means the Data Protection Act 2018 which incorporates the
GDPR
2.

Appointment

With effect from the Commencement Date, the Contractor is (subject to Clause 9) appointed as a
Contractor to the Council for a period of 12 Month to carry out the maintenance and restocking of 95
Grit bins within the Keighley Boundary.
3.

Duties
The Contractor agrees:
3.1

To undertake and provide the Services in accordance with any brief and deadline set
by the Council.

3.2

To manage and carry out the Services in an expert and diligent manner and to provide
his services to the best of his financial accountancy, commercial, technical, and
creative skill.

3.3

To the best of his ability, promptly and faithfully to comply with and observe all lawful
and proper requests which may from time to time be given to him by the Council.
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4.

5.

3.4

Not to undertake any additional activities or accept other engagements which lead or
might lead to any conflict of interest between the Contractor and the best interests of
the Council during his or her appointment.

3.5

To delegate performance of his Services to such suitably qualified and experienced
personnel as he or she may from time to time deem appropriate if he is unable at any
time to perform his services due to circumstances beyond his or her control;

3.6

To keep the Council informed of progress on the Services in which they are engaged
and shall produce written reports on the same from time to time when so requested
by the Council. While the Contractor’s method of working is entirely their own and
they are not subject to the control of the Council, they shall nevertheless comply with
this and any other reasonable requests of the Council (or its clients).

Fee
4.1

Fees for the Services will be as follows: £2,490.00 Includes Storage

4.2

Ad hoc replenishment will be at £40.00 per Bin

4.2

Storage of Grit £450 up to 4 ton

4.2

Where necessary, VAT will be added at the appropriate rate.

Invoices and Payment
Unless specifically agreed otherwise, invoices will be submitted monthly by the Contractor
and payment made within 14 days. In the event that there are periods when there are no
Services for the Contractor to perform, the Contractor shall not be paid a retainer for these
periods. The fee is only payable in respect of Services actually provided.

6.

Expenses
The Contractor shall be entitled to be reimbursed by the Council for all out of pocket expenses
wholly, exclusively and properly incurred in the performance of the Services subject to the
Contractor providing the Council with vouchers, receipts or other evidence of actual payment
of such expenses and subject to the arrangement being specifically agreed in advance by
the Council to the Contractor.

7.

Confidentiality
7.1

The Contractor hereby agrees that during the course of his or her appointment under
this Agreement he or she is likely to obtain knowledge of trade secrets and also other
confidential information with regard to the business and financial affairs of the Council
and those of the Council’s clients, customers and suppliers details of which are not in
the public domain (‘Confidential Information’), (including in particular (specify relevant
matters)) and accordingly the Contractor hereby undertakes to and covenants with
the Council that:
7.1.1 he or she shall not at any time after the Termination Date use or procure the
use of the name of the Council in connection with his or her own or any other name
in any way calculated to suggest that he or she continues to be connected with the
business of the Council or in any way hold himself or herself out as having such
connection;
7.1.2

he or she shall not use the Confidential Information other than during the
continuance of this Agreement and in connection with the provision of the
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Contractor Services; and
7.1.3

7.2

8.

he or she shall not at any time after the date of this Agreement (save as
required by law) disclose or divulge to any person other than to officers or
employees of the Council whose province it is to know the same any
Confidential Information and he or she shall use his or her best endeavors to
prevent the publication or disclosure of any Confidential Information by any
other person.

The restrictions set out in Clause 7.1 shall cease to apply to information or knowledge
which comes into the public domain otherwise than by reason of the default of the
Contractor.

The Council’s Property
Upon the expiration or termination of his or her appointment under this Agreement for
whatsoever cause, the Contractor shall forthwith deliver up to the Council or its authorised
representative all its property, including all equipment, materials, tools, keys, swipe cards,
credit cards, computer hardware and/or software, books, documents, account records and
any other papers which may be in his or her possession, custody or control and which are
the property of the Council or which otherwise relate in any way to the business or affairs of
the Council and no copies of the same or any part thereof shall be retained by him or her.
He or she shall then (if required by the Council) make a declaration that the whole of the
provisions of this clause have been complied with.

9.

Termination of Agreement
Either party shall have the right at any time to terminate this Agreement by not less than one
weeks’ notice in writing to the other party. In addition, the Council shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement at any time by summary notice without any payment in lieu in the
event of the Contractor:
9.1

Being in material or persistent breach of any of the terms of this Agreement.

9.2

Dying or becoming by reason of incapacity incapable of managing their affairs.

9.3

Having a bankruptcy order made against him or her or making any arrangement with
his or her creditors or having an interim order made against him or her.

9.4

Being convicted of any criminal offence other than a minor driving offence under the
Road Traffic Acts.

9.5

Persistently and willfully neglecting or becoming incapable for any reason of efficiently
performing the Contractor’s Services; or

9.6

Doing any action manifestly prejudicial to the interests of the Council or which in the
opinion of the Board may bring the Council into disrepute.

and the Contractor shall have no claim against the Council in respect of the termination of
his or her appointment for any of the reasons specified pursuant to Clauses 9.1 to 9.6.
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10.

Tax Liabilities
The Council and the Contractor declare and confirm that it is the intention of the parties that
the Contractor shall have the status of a self-employed person and shall be responsible for
all income tax liabilities and national insurance or similar contributions in respect of his or her
fees and accordingly the Contractor hereby agrees to indemnify the Council in respect of any
claims that may be made by the relevant authorities against the Council in respect of income
tax and national insurance or similar contributions relating to the Services under this
Agreement.

11.

Indemnity
The Contractor further warrants to the Council that they will:

12.

11.1

Take out and maintain throughout the term of this Agreement, adequate insurance
with an insurance office of repute to protect themselves against any liabilities arising
out of this Agreement and shall produce, at the request of the Council, a copy of the
insurance policy or policies and relevant renewal receipts for inspection by the
Council within 14 days of the commencement date;

11.2

Take out and maintain throughout the term of this Agreement, adequate liability
insurance coverage (minimum £5 million cover) with an insurance office of repute to
protect themselves against any liabilities arising out of this Agreement in respect of
all and any contractors/employees they utilise to carry out the Services and shall
produce, at the request of the Council, a copy of the insurance policy or policies and
relevant renewal receipts for inspection by the Council.

Data Protection and Data Processing

12.1 Both parties will comply with all applicable requirements of the Data Protection Legislation.
This Clause 12 is in addition to, and does not relieve, remove, or replace, a party's obligations under
the Data Protection Legislation.
In this Clause 12 Applicable Laws means (for so long as and to the extent that they apply to the
Contractor) the law of the European Union, the law of any member state of the European Union
and/or Domestic UK Law; and Domestic UK Law means the UK Data Protection Legislation and any
other law that applies in the UK.
12.2 The parties acknowledge that for the purposes of the Data Protection Legislation, the Council
is the data controller and the Contractor is the data processor (where Data Controller and Data
Processor have the meanings as defined in the Data Protection Legislation).
a) Ensure that it has in place appropriate technical and organisational measures, reviewed and
approved by the Council, to protect against unauthorised or unlawful processing of Personal
Data and against accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, Personal Data, appropriate to
the harm that might result from the unauthorised or unlawful processing or accidental loss,
destruction or damage and the nature of the data to be protected, having regard to the state of
technological development and the cost of implementing any measures (those measures may
include, where appropriate, pseudonymising and encrypting Personal Data, ensuring
confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of its systems and services, ensuring that
availability of and access to Personal Data can be restored in a timely manner after an incident,
and regularly assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of the technical and organisational
measures adopted by it);
b) Ensure that all personnel who have access to and/or process Personal Data are obliged to keep
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the Personal Data confidential; and
c) Not transfer any Personal Data outside of the European Economic Area unless the prior written
consent of the Council has been obtained and the following conditions are fulfilled:
(i) The Council or the Contractor has provided appropriate safeguards in relation to the
transfer.
(ii) The Data Subject (as defined in the Data Protection Legislation) has enforceable rights
and effective legal remedies.
(iii) The Contractor complies with its obligations under the Data Protection Legislation by
providing an adequate level of protection to any Personal Data that is transferred; and
(iv) The Contractor complies with reasonable instructions notified to it in advance by the
Council with respect to the processing of the Personal Data.
13.

Notices
All notices shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given when delivered
by hand, posted by pre-paid first class post to the intended recipient at the address stated in
this Agreement or to such other address as that party may specify to the other in writing.
Notices sent by fax shall be deemed received the first business day following such delivery
of sending, and notices which have been posted as above shall be deemed received on the
second business day following posting. Notices given by the Council shall be deemed
properly served on the Contractor.

14.

No Employment
Nothing in this Agreement shall render or be deemed to render the Contractor an employee
or agent of the Council. This Agreement does not create any mutuality of obligation between
the Contractor and the Council.

15.

Entire Agreement
This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding of the parties relating to
the subject matter of this Agreement and extinguishes all previous agreements, promises,
assurances, warranties, representations, and understandings between the parties, whether
written or oral.
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Force Majeure
16.1

If either party to this Agreement is prevented or delayed in the performance of any of
its respective obligations under this Agreement by “force majeure”, then such party
shall be excused the performance for so long as such cause of prevention or delay
shall continue;

16.2

For the purpose of this Agreement ‘force majeure’ shall be deemed to be any cause
affecting the performance of this Agreement arising from or attributable to acts,
events, omissions or accidents beyond the reasonable control of such party and inter
alia including, but not limited to the following:
16.2.1 Strikes, lockouts, or other industrial action.
16.2.2 Terrorism, civil commotion, riot, invasion, war threat or preparation for war.
16.2.3 Fire, explosion, storm, flood, earthquake, subsidence, epidemic, bad weather
or other natural physical disaster.
16.2.4 Impossibility of the use of railways, shipping, aircraft, motor transport or other
means of public or private transport; and
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17.

16.2.5 Political interference with the normal operations.
Survival of Causes of Action
The termination of this Agreement howsoever occurring shall not affect the rights and
liabilities of the parties already accrued at such time nor affect the continuance in force of
such of its provisions as are expressed as or capable of having effect after such termination.

18.

Severability
If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable for any reason by
any Court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be severed and the remainder of the
provisions of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect as if this Agreement had
been executed with the illegal or unenforceable provision eliminated.

19.

20.

Waiver
19.1

Failure of any party to insist upon strict performance of any provision of this
Agreement or the failure of any party to exercise any right or remedy to which he or
she is entitled hereunder shall not constitute a waiver thereof and shall not cause a
diminution of the obligations under this Agreement.

19.2

No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is
expressly stated to be such and signed by all the parties to this Agreement.

Communications
Any communication to be given pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall be in writing
and shall be delivered by hand or sent by post to the address of the addressee as set out in
this Agreement or such other address (being in Great Britain) as the addressee may from
time to time have notified for the purpose of this Clause.

21.

Law and Jurisdiction
This Agreement is governed by the laws of England and Wales and the parties submit to the
jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales.

SIGNED:

SIGNED:

……………………………………………….
Town Clerk
For and on behalf of the Council

……………………………………………………….
Name of Contractor

SCHEDULE
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Keighley Town Council Grit Bins
No: Location

Ward

Location

Ward

Oakworth

No
:
47

1

Dockroyd Lane

School Walk

Guardhouse

2

Moore Drive

Oakworth

48

Shann Crescent

Highfield

3

Dendrum Close

Oakworth

49

Highfield Lane

Highfield

4

Windsor Road

Oakworth

50

Broadlands

Highfield

5

Oakworth

51

Woodville Road

Highfield

Oakworth

52

Wimbourne Drive

Highfield

Oakworth

53

Astall Close

Highfield

8

Windsor
Crescent
2 Berrington
Way
59 Berrington
Way
Farley Crescent

Oakworth

54

Bankfield Road

Laycock

9

Broad Head Lane

Oakworth

55

Laycock

10

Moorfield Drive

Oakworth

56

Braithwaite Edge
Road
Whorles Farm

11

Oakbank
Crescent
Valley View
Close
Harewood
Crescent
Harewood Road

Bogthorn & Exley

57

Bank House Farm

Laycock

Bogthorn & Exley

58

Edensor Road

Town

59

Mornington Street

Town

60

Town Hall Square

Town

61

Strawbery Street

Town

62

East Avenue

Town

63

Shared Church

Town

64

Ellia Street

Town

65

Aireville Close

66

The Fairways

67

Cobbles House

Spring Gardens &
Utley
Spring Gardens &
Utley
Long Lee &
Parkwood
Long Lee &
Parkwood
Long Lee &
Parkwood
Long Lee &
Parkwood
Long Lee &
Parkwood

6
7

12
13

16

Rushy Falls
Meadow
Central Drive

17

Central Avenue

18

Elmwood Drive

19

Elmwood Road

20

Elmwood Terr

21

Western Street

Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bracken Bank &
Ingrow
Bogthorn & Exley

22

Ridgeway Mount

Bogthorn & Exley

68

23

Hayfields Close

Bogthorne & Exley

69

Thwaitesbrow Road
Btm
High Spring Road

24

Highfell

70

Moorland Terrace

25

Raglan Street

Fell Lane &
Westburn
Fell Lane &
Westburn

71

Box Tree Grove

14
15

Laycock

26

Mill Lane

Fell Lane &
Westburn
Fell Lane &
Westburn
Fell Lane &
Westburn
Fell Lane &
Westburn
Spring Gardens &
Utley
Riddlesden

72

Lee Court

73

Clover Rise (Big Local)

74

Glenhurst Avenue

75

Spring Bank Rise

76

Worthville Close

77

Riddlesden

78

Hainworth Lane
(Middle)
Holker Street

Riddlesden

79

High Pasture

Leach Crescent

Riddlesden

80

Bramley Close

Long Lee &
Parkwood
Long Lee &
Parkwood
Woodhouse &
Hainworth
Woodhouse &
Hainworth
Woodhouse &
Hainworth
Woodhouse &
Hainworth
Showfield &
Lawkholme
Fell Lane &
Westburn
Oakworth

27

West Fell Way

28

St Johns Way

29

Nessfield Drive

30

Parkers Lane

31

33

Westfield
Crescent
Southlands
Mount
Leach Way

34
35

Riddlesden

81

Thornhill Avenue

Bogthorn & Exley

36

Malvern
Crescent
Paslew Court

82

Bromley Grove

Bogthorn & Exley

37

Heaton Avenue

Morton &
Sandbeds
Morton &
Sandbeds

83

Oakworth

38

Spring Gardens
Mount
Dale View Grove

41

Felbrigg Avenue

Woodhouse &
Hainworth
Woodhouse &
Hainworth
Fell Lane &
Westburn
Fell Lane &
Westburn

84

40

Woodhouse
Road
Hainworth Lane
Bottom
Arncliffe Road

Heritage
Way/Waterwheel
Lane
Raynham Crescent

42

Exley Road

88

43

Cranleigh Mount

89

Springfield Court

44

Selbourn Grove

Fell Lane &
Westburn
Fell Lane &
Westburn
Knowle Park

Hainworth
Lane/Junction of
Hainworth Road
Spring Avenue

Spring Gardens &
Utley
Long Lee and
Parkwood
Woodhouse &
Hainworth

90

Poplar Drive

45

Top of Hird
Street
Minnie Street

Knowle Park

91

Low Fell Close

Knowle Park

92

Laycock Village

Fell Lane &
Westburn
Laycock

93

Btm of Enfield St

Highfield

94

Belgrave Rd by
Church
Devonshire Street by
PBX

Highfield

32

39

46

85
86
87

95

Laycock

Long Lee and
Parkwood
Spring Gardens &
Utley
Morton & Sandbeds

Town

KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Item 14

REPORT TO WATCH & TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

REPORT
AUTHOR

Assistant Town Clerk/CDO
Pip Gibson

EMAIL
Date

pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk
Monday 5 September 2022

SUBJECT

Boundary Signs

PURPOSE:
1.

To seek members approval of the updated contract for Boundary Signs
maintenance.

RECOMMENDATION(s):
2.

Members approve the contract outlined in Appendix A.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
3.

To effectively manage Council assets.

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS:
4.

The Town Council have 22 boundary signs across Keighley on the public
highways.

5.

Watch & Transport Committee approved an annual Boundary Signs maintenance
regime at their meeting 6 September 2021.

6.

The proposed maintenance regime consists of an annual inspection/ clean, with a
report on the condition of each sign being provided to the council which could then
be used to inform the committee on any replacements/repairs that may require
financing.

7.

Appendix A provides details of an updated contract with the current supplier.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND BUDGET PROVISION:
8.

A cost of £176 will be used from the Watch & Transport budget if this contractor is
approved.

TOWN PLAN IMPLICATIONS:
9.

Meets the Town Plan Key Objectives: CP016

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
10.

N/A.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
11.

N/A.

DETAILS OF CONSULTATION:
12.

N/A.

BACKGROUND PAPERS:
13.

Appendix A – Boundary Sign Maintenance Contract

FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: Pip Gibson, pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk,
01535 872126
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES

THIS AGREEMENT is made on
AND IS MADE BETWEEN:
Keighley Town Council whose registered office is at Civic Centre, North Street, Keighley, BD21 3RZ
(‘the Council’); and
Steve Thorpe & Son Gardening 50 Prince Street, Haworth, BD22 8JD. (‘the Contractor’)
1.

Definitions
In this Agreement the following terms and phrases shall have the following meaning unless
the context requires otherwise:
Commencement Date

1st November 2022

Services

The services to be performed by the Contractor in the course
of his or her appointment hereunder as set out in the Schedule
to this Agreement, such services to be provided using
reasonable skill and care

Termination Date

The date on which the Contractor’s appointment hereunder is
terminated

Data Protection Legislation Means the Data Protection Act 2018 which incorporates the
GDPR
2.

Appointment

With effect from the Commencement Date, the Contractor is (subject to Clause 9) appointed as a
Contractor to the Council for a period of 12 Month to carry out the maintenance of The Town Council
Boundary Signs.
3.

Duties
The Contractor agrees:
3.1

To undertake and provide the Services in accordance with any brief and deadline set
by the Council.

3.2

To manage and carry out the Services in an expert and diligent manner and to provide
his services to the best of his financial accountancy, commercial, technical, and
creative skill.

3.3

To the best of his ability, promptly and faithfully to comply with and observe all lawful
and proper requests which may from time to time be given to him by the Council.
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4.

5.

3.4

Not to undertake any additional activities or accept other engagements which lead or
might lead to any conflict of interest between the Contractor and the best interests of
the Council during his or her appointment.

3.5

To delegate performance of his Services to such suitably qualified and experienced
personnel as he or she may from time to time deem appropriate if he is unable at any
time to perform his services due to circumstances beyond his or her control;

3.6

To keep the Council informed of progress on the Services in which they are engaged
and shall produce written reports on the same from time to time when so requested
by the Council. While the Contractor’s method of working is entirely their own and
they are not subject to the control of the Council, they shall nevertheless comply with
this and any other reasonable requests of the Council (or its clients).

Fee
4.1

Fees for the Services will be as follows: £176.00

4.2

Where necessary, VAT will be added at the appropriate rate.

Invoices and Payment
Unless specifically agreed otherwise, invoices will be submitted monthly by the Contractor
and payment made within 14 days. In the event that there are periods when there are no
Services for the Contractor to perform, the Contractor shall not be paid a retainer for these
periods. The fee is only payable in respect of Services actually provided.

6.

Expenses
The Contractor shall be entitled to be reimbursed by the Council for all out of pocket expenses
wholly, exclusively and properly incurred in the performance of the Services subject to the
Contractor providing the Council with vouchers, receipts or other evidence of actual payment
of such expenses and subject to the arrangement being specifically agreed in advance by
the Council to the Contractor.

7.

Confidentiality
7.1

The Contractor hereby agrees that during the course of his or her appointment under
this Agreement he or she is likely to obtain knowledge of trade secrets and also other
confidential information with regard to the business and financial affairs of the Council
and those of the Council’s clients, customers and suppliers details of which are not in
the public domain (‘Confidential Information’), (including in particular (specify relevant
matters)) and accordingly the Contractor hereby undertakes to and covenants with
the Council that:
7.1.1 he or she shall not at any time after the Termination Date use or procure the
use of the name of the Council in connection with his or her own or any other name
in any way calculated to suggest that he or she continues to be connected with the
business of the Council or in any way hold himself or herself out as having such
connection;
7.1.2

he or she shall not use the Confidential Information other than during the
continuance of this Agreement and in connection with the provision of the
Contractor Services; and
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7.1.3

7.2

8.

he or she shall not at any time after the date of this Agreement (save as
required by law) disclose or divulge to any person other than to officers or
employees of the Council whose province it is to know the same any
Confidential Information and he or she shall use his or her best endeavors to
prevent the publication or disclosure of any Confidential Information by any
other person.

The restrictions set out in Clause 7.1 shall cease to apply to information or knowledge
which comes into the public domain otherwise than by reason of the default of the
Contractor.

The Council’s Property
Upon the expiration or termination of his or her appointment under this Agreement for
whatsoever cause, the Contractor shall forthwith deliver up to the Council or its authorised
representative all its property, including all equipment, materials, tools, keys, swipe cards,
credit cards, computer hardware and/or software, books, documents, account records and
any other papers which may be in his or her possession, custody or control and which are
the property of the Council or which otherwise relate in any way to the business or affairs of
the Council and no copies of the same or any part thereof shall be retained by him or her.
He or she shall then (if required by the Council) make a declaration that the whole of the
provisions of this clause have been complied with.

9.

Termination of Agreement
Either party shall have the right at any time to terminate this Agreement by not less than one
weeks’ notice in writing to the other party. In addition, the Council shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement at any time by summary notice without any payment in lieu in the
event of the Contractor:
9.1

Being in material or persistent breach of any of the terms of this Agreement.

9.2

Dying or becoming by reason of incapacity incapable of managing their affairs.

9.3

Having a bankruptcy order made against him or her or making any arrangement with
his or her creditors or having an interim order made against him or her.

9.4

Being convicted of any criminal offence other than a minor driving offence under the
Road Traffic Acts.

9.5

Persistently and willfully neglecting or becoming incapable for any reason of efficiently
performing the Contractor’s Services; or

9.6

Doing any action manifestly prejudicial to the interests of the Council or which in the
opinion of the Board may bring the Council into disrepute.

and the Contractor shall have no claim against the Council in respect of the termination of
his or her appointment for any of the reasons specified pursuant to Clauses 9.1 to 9.6.
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10.

Tax Liabilities
The Council and the Contractor declare and confirm that it is the intention of the parties that
the Contractor shall have the status of a self-employed person and shall be responsible for
all income tax liabilities and national insurance or similar contributions in respect of his or her
fees and accordingly the Contractor hereby agrees to indemnify the Council in respect of any
claims that may be made by the relevant authorities against the Council in respect of income
tax and national insurance or similar contributions relating to the Services under this
Agreement.

11.

Indemnity
The Contractor further warrants to the Council that they will:

12.

11.1

Take out and maintain throughout the term of this Agreement, adequate insurance
with an insurance office of repute to protect themselves against any liabilities arising
out of this Agreement and shall produce, at the request of the Council, a copy of the
insurance policy or policies and relevant renewal receipts for inspection by the
Council within 14 days of the commencement date;

11.2

Take out and maintain throughout the term of this Agreement, adequate liability
insurance coverage (minimum £5 million cover) with an insurance office of repute to
protect themselves against any liabilities arising out of this Agreement in respect of
all and any contractors/employees they utilise to carry out the Services and shall
produce, at the request of the Council, a copy of the insurance policy or policies and
relevant renewal receipts for inspection by the Council.

Data Protection and Data Processing

12.1 Both parties will comply with all applicable requirements of the Data Protection Legislation.
This Clause 12 is in addition to, and does not relieve, remove, or replace, a party's obligations under
the Data Protection Legislation.
In this Clause 12 Applicable Laws means (for so long as and to the extent that they apply to the
Contractor) the law of the European Union, the law of any member state of the European Union
and/or Domestic UK Law; and Domestic UK Law means the UK Data Protection Legislation and any
other law that applies in the UK.
12.2 The parties acknowledge that for the purposes of the Data Protection Legislation, the Council
is the data controller and the Contractor is the data processor (where Data Controller and Data
Processor have the meanings as defined in the Data Protection Legislation).
a) Ensure that it has in place appropriate technical and organisational measures, reviewed and
approved by the Council, to protect against unauthorised or unlawful processing of Personal
Data and against accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, Personal Data, appropriate to
the harm that might result from the unauthorised or unlawful processing or accidental loss,
destruction or damage and the nature of the data to be protected, having regard to the state of
technological development and the cost of implementing any measures (those measures may
include, where appropriate, pseudonymising and encrypting Personal Data, ensuring
confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of its systems and services, ensuring that
availability of and access to Personal Data can be restored in a timely manner after an incident,
and regularly assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of the technical and organisational
measures adopted by it);
b) Ensure that all personnel who have access to and/or process Personal Data are obliged to keep
the Personal Data confidential; and
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c) Not transfer any Personal Data outside of the European Economic Area unless the prior written
consent of the Council has been obtained and the following conditions are fulfilled:
(i) The Council or the Contractor has provided appropriate safeguards in relation to the
transfer.
(ii) The Data Subject (as defined in the Data Protection Legislation) has enforceable rights
and effective legal remedies.
(iii) The Contractor complies with its obligations under the Data Protection Legislation by
providing an adequate level of protection to any Personal Data that is transferred; and
(iv) The Contractor complies with reasonable instructions notified to it in advance by the
Council with respect to the processing of the Personal Data.
13.

Notices
All notices shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given when delivered
by hand, posted by pre-paid first class post to the intended recipient at the address stated in
this Agreement or to such other address as that party may specify to the other in writing.
Notices sent by fax shall be deemed received the first business day following such delivery
of sending, and notices which have been posted as above shall be deemed received on the
second business day following posting. Notices given by the Council shall be deemed
properly served on the Contractor.

14.

No Employment
Nothing in this Agreement shall render or be deemed to render the Contractor an employee
or agent of the Council. This Agreement does not create any mutuality of obligation between
the Contractor and the Council.

15.

Entire Agreement
This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding of the parties relating to
the subject matter of this Agreement and extinguishes all previous agreements, promises,
assurances, warranties, representations, and understandings between the parties, whether
written or oral.

16

Force Majeure
16.1

If either party to this Agreement is prevented or delayed in the performance of any of
its respective obligations under this Agreement by “force majeure”, then such party
shall be excused the performance for so long as such cause of prevention or delay
shall continue;

16.2

For the purpose of this Agreement ‘force majeure’ shall be deemed to be any cause
affecting the performance of this Agreement arising from or attributable to acts,
events, omissions or accidents beyond the reasonable control of such party and inter
alia including, but not limited to the following:
16.2.1 Strikes, lockouts, or other industrial action.
16.2.2 Terrorism, civil commotion, riot, invasion, war threat or preparation for war.
16.2.3 Fire, explosion, storm, flood, earthquake, subsidence, epidemic, bad weather
or other natural physical disaster.
16.2.4 Impossibility of the use of railways, shipping, aircraft, motor transport or other
means of public or private transport; and
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16.2.5 Political interference with the normal operations.

17.

Survival of Causes of Action
The termination of this Agreement howsoever occurring shall not affect the rights and
liabilities of the parties already accrued at such time nor affect the continuance in force of
such of its provisions as are expressed as or capable of having effect after such termination.

18.

Severability
If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable for any reason by
any Court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be severed and the remainder of the
provisions of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect as if this Agreement had
been executed with the illegal or unenforceable provision eliminated.

19.

20.

Waiver
19.1

Failure of any party to insist upon strict performance of any provision of this
Agreement or the failure of any party to exercise any right or remedy to which he or
she is entitled hereunder shall not constitute a waiver thereof and shall not cause a
diminution of the obligations under this Agreement.

19.2

No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is
expressly stated to be such and signed by all the parties to this Agreement.

Communications
Any communication to be given pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall be in writing
and shall be delivered by hand or sent by post to the address of the addressee as set out in
this Agreement or such other address (being in Great Britain) as the addressee may from
time to time have notified for the purpose of this Clause.

21.

Law and Jurisdiction
This Agreement is governed by the laws of England and Wales and the parties submit to the
jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales.

SIGNED:

SIGNED:

……………………………………………….
Town Clerk
For and on behalf of the Council

……………………………………………………….
Name of Contractor

SCHEDULE
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KEIGHLEY TOWN COUNCIL

Item 15

REPORT ON TOWN PLAN PROGRESS

REPORT
AUTHOR

Pip Gibson
Assistant Town Clerk/CDO

EMAIL

pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk

Date

SUBJECT

Monday 5 September 2022

TOWN PLAN REPORT

PURPOSE:
1.

To inform Members of the progress made towards the Town Plan Key Objectives.

RECOMMENDATION(s):
2.

That Members choose a third representative from the Committee to attend the
Town Plan Steering Group meeting in the absence of the Chair or Vice Chair.

3.

That Members use this information to make decisions and allocate funding where
applicable with specific reference to the Committee’s areas of responsibility within
the Town Plan.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
4.

The Council is responsible for the delivery of the Town Plan, either through the
implementation of its own projects and activities, individually, in partnership with
key service providers or by commissioning projects and services from third party
organisations, groups and individuals.

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS:
5.

Forthcoming Town Plan Steering Group meeting dates: 21 September 2022, 14
December 2022 and 1 March 2023.

6.

The Town Plan 2020-23 sets out the Councils aims and objectives over a 3-year
period. This year will see the final year of the Plan.

7.

The Town Plan Steering Group meets quarterly to develop and monitor a general
strategic approach and champion the Town Plan’s vision and objectives.

8.

It is important that all Members are involved in the delivery of the Town Plan.

9.

Chairs of Committees are asked to add to the Town Plan proposed Actions for their
respective Committees in advance of the Town Plan Steering Group meetings.

10.

It is the responsibility of the Chair of each Committee to attend the Town Plan
Steering Group and to share this Committee’s progress. If the Chair cannot
attend, he/she must arrange for the Vice Chair or elected third Member of the
Committee to attend.

11.

The Chair of each Committee will share the discussion had at each Town Plan
Steering Group meeting with Members of their Committee at their next meeting.

12.

The Key Objectives, attached as Appendix A, detail the responsibilities of this
Committee over the life of the Plan.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND BUDGET PROVISION:
13.

With the exception of staffing and essential running costs, all other Council
funding including Committee Budgets should be allocated with reference to Town
Plan Objectives.

TOWN PLAN IMPLICATIONS:
14.

All decisions should be made with direct reference to the Town Plan.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS:
15.

Wherever appropriate climate change considerations are factored into all
activities implemented with reference to the Town Plan.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
16.

There are no new policy implications arising from this report.

DETAILS OF CONSULTATION:
17.

In some circumstances consultations may have taken place.

BACKGROUND PAPERS:
18.

Town Plan.

FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Pip Gibson, Assistant Town Clerk/CDO pip.gibson@keighley.gov.uk

